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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this thesis is to take a more profound and nuanced look into the effects of
diversity in transmedia storytelling (also known as transmedia narrative or multiplatform
storytelling) on society, more specifically, how the representation in these stories affect the
minority groups that interact with transmedia. This thesis investigates the depiction of minority
groups in transmedia storytelling and the influence of identifiable characters and plotlines. The
research and following interviews I have engaged in will encapsulate into a screenplay set in a
fictional court that offers the discourse of "forced diversity" within the transmedia narrative:
whether or not this exists and is necessary for the success of telling a story across multiple
platforms.
By exploring the human condition in both the documentary and the screenplay, I
conclude in a critical reflection accompanying the creative works that the inclusion of minorities
in transmedia is vital to its success. When creators include minorities in transmedia, audiences
can draw connections that are more personal to them; they can participate in the symbolic "hero's
journey" with the character in the story. By further diversifying transmedia works, intellectual
properties' appeal is widened to a broader audience, allowing for potential success, both
economically and socially, that transcends both domestic and international borders. I further
conclude that failures with diversification efforts have detrimental socioeconomic consequences
that could impact both transmedia and its audiences.
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS
AAPI – Asian-American, Pacific Islander
BIPOC – Black/Indigenous Person(s) of Color
Con – Convention.
Fanfic – Fan fiction.
LFL – LucasFilm, Limited.
POC – Person(s) of Color
TMS – Transmedia Storytelling
TPTB – The Powers That Be
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GLOSSARY
Acafan – Academic + Fan. Academics who are also fans and study fandom.
Allyship – The act of being an ally to minorities
Anime – Animation originating from Japan.
Canon – Relating to the officially sanctioned narrative, characters, and other related
aspects of a creative work. That which is not official is called “non-canon”.
Cisgender – Identifying as the sex they were assigned from birth
Counterpublic – Spaces, usually within a fandom, that run counter to the established
norm
Fanfiction/Fanfic – Fictional narrative works created by fans based on an existing work
(book, film, television show, etc).
Fanservice – Content of sexual nature added to a creative work in order to appeal to its
audience and/or demographic.
Genderbending – Changing the established gender of a character in a transmedia work
Headcanon – Fan theories about a creative work widely accepted as canon despite official
word stating otherwise.
Ship – A relationship
Transmedia Storytelling – Multiple narrative written across multiple digital and analogue
platforms to tell a bigger story.
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INTRODUCTION

A young girl sits in front of the television and is enthralled by the images she sees on the
screen. Wizards fly across the screen on brooms chasing a mythical creature in a high-stakes
game; in her hand, the book that was the source for the movie. On her shelf, a videogame
inspired by the events in the movie. As she sits there, she does not inherently notice the
differences between herself and the characters on screen – her skin is darker, and her hair is curly
and thick, not like the characters zooming across the television screen – yet she does not draw
the connection. It is not until she is older, when she is coming into herself as a person, that she
realizes that something is wrong – that her “place” in the narrative is not there, that she is merely
an outsider in a society that is telling her that she does not belong simply because there is no one
that looks like her in the narrative that she had grown up to love.
A decade ago, this would not have been a phenomenon, as visual transmedia had been
primarily monolithic; for every property with a minority lead, there were at least four other titles
without. As society continues to grow interconnected and the barriers that existed decades ago
become blurrier, the need for representation in transmedia storytelling grows ever more
important. In Charles Davis’s analysis, Audience Value and Transmedia Products, he points out
the hurdle of the fragmentation of the contemporary audience. There is a difficulty in simply
focusing on traditional norms, that the appeal of transmedia storytelling “must be designed to
appeal to, and be accessible to” all consumers, casual and highly engaged (Davis 176). Presently,
as America grows more diverse, and the world itself becomes more intricately woven due to the
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advent of social media and the internet, the imperative need of understanding that the audience is
no longer a single, monolithic demographic.

i. What is Transmedia Storytelling

Transmedia is the method in which a narrative is told. According to Henry Jenkins of the
University of Southern California, transmedia storytelling is,

“Transmedia storytelling represents a process where integral elements of a fiction
get dispersed systematically across multiple delivery channels for the purpose of creating
a unified and coordinated entertainment experience. Ideally, each medium makes it own
unique contribution to the unfolding of the story.” (Jenkins, par. 2)

In short, a narrative is built upon itself by the various different platforms it is told on. Each story
is unique and contributes to the overall mythology of the canon. This is not a unique way of
telling a story that is recent — transmedia storytelling has been around as long as media has
existed, yet the term was not used until Jenkin’s 2006 book, Convergence Culture. Since the
release of Jenkin’s book, the concept of transmedia storytelling has grown exponentially—
recognized as both a lucrative form of creative input and financial return1. This profitability of
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The top 10 films of 2019 were all apart of a transmedia franchise, earning over 4.3 billion dollars in gross box
office earnings https://www.boxofficemojo.com/year/2019/?ref_=bo_yl_table_2
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transmedia storytelling makes it appealing for corporations and creators to tap into, but the
fluidity of the story is the drawing factor for consumers to become engaged.
The draw to transmedia storytelling is the participatory factor of the medium. Consumers
are encouraged to take part in the narrative and craft their own story within the text’s universe.
This inherently becomes difficult for minorities and underrepresented groups who don’t find
themselves in transmedia texts that are predominately White-centered. The normalization of
“fandom” as a White space also makes the experience for these individuals to coexisted in a
space that may consider them to be an outsider. As the United States continues to become more
diversified, the need to understand the impacts of diversification, or the lack there of, becomes
more important.

ii. Purpose
This thesis is designed to analyze the fragmentation of the contemporary audience by
analyzing and answering the following:
•

Minorities and Representation
What does it mean to be a minority in a space that lacks representation? For early

transmedia titles, representation of minority groups is either non-existent, or brief enough
to not make an impact on the story being told. How do underrepresented groups feel
when they engage in transmedia storytelling and how do they manage to make a space for
themselves in the experience that may not have been created with them in mind?
•

Tokenism and Genuine Representation
3

When minorities are featured in transmedia texts, are their depictions authentic or
true to the groups they are representing?
•

Understanding representation within the context of American society
How does the importation of transmedia texts to American audiences, such as

Japanese animation and video games, reflect on underrepresented groups? Why are
minorities able to identify with these texts more so than the domestic counterparts?
For the young girl that grew up watching movies and reading books that featured characters that
did not share the same background as her own, how does she feel about herself as a person, as a
woman of color, in a society that – despite her own personal experiences – does not reflect that?
Perhaps, in that decade prior, this would not have been an issue for content creators, but now this
has become a topic that simply cannot be ignored. Those are some of the questions that this
thesis attempts to answer through interviews with various individuals of diverse backgrounds.

iii. Methodology

In this thesis, I will take an analytical and critical look at the state of representation in
transmedia in the United States, more specifically the impact of self-identification with
underrepresented groups in transmedia storytelling. By looking at the socioeconomic and
emotional impact of representation, and the lack there-of, in transmedia titles, I will look at the
intersection of these issues by focusing on two minority groups: Persons of Color (POC) and the
Queer community (LGBTQ+). By conducting interviews with people from these various
underrepresented groups, I will analyze how the portrayal of minorities affect the
4

underrepresented viewership. Some of this will also be achieved by surveys to consumers,
regardless of background, to better understand the consensus.
I will also look at the viability of these portrayals in media, analyzing how fan
communities lead by minority groups influence the trends and increase the market share. This
will be achieved by researching the social media websites Twitter and Tumblr, where the
majority of interaction occurs between fan and creator. As written by Florini in analyzing Black
digital fan communities, “Black fans have availed themselves of digital media technologies to
engage in fan practices. … Black fans create parallel culturally resonant fan practices that
mitigate their erasure” (Florini). This point encapsulates my effort in focusing on, in particular,
Twitter, as it is the primarily platform for minorities to interact with each other.
Because of this focus on fan communities, some of the research observes the reactions
from these communities on the internet, which fans congregate on social media platforms to
engage on their favorite transmedia texts. Due to the anonymity of social media, there is an
inherent position of disbelief of the veracity of the statements. The purpose of this thesis is not to
focus on truth of the person’s identity, but rather the mood and overall pervasive attitude of the
fandom spaces that engage with transmedia.
In Chapter Three, I will write a screenplay that will take the analysis from Chapters One
through Two and encapsulate it into a courtroom drama. The need for discourse is one of the
fundamental principles of digital fandom that is centered on transmedia storytelling. Creating a
fictional trial on the basis of representation in transmedia will not only be the capstone to my
work as a Creative Writing major, but also emphasize the polarization of the issue. Transmedia
storytelling contains characters that have compelling characters that “penetrate the hearts and fill
5

most lives” are also the texts that are “powerful in helping to direct those lives” (Brin and Stover
6). The screenplay will showcase that dynamic, allowing for an open ending that will allow the
reader to come to their own conclusion.

iv. Orthography

While this thesis will focus on transmedia storytelling that is based in the United States, it
is important to note that there will also be mentioning of transmedia texts that have been
imported from abroad – mores specifically Japanese animation (anime) titles. Earlier titles
ranging from the early 1960s to the late 1990s have official English titles and character names
were Anglicized for American audiences, but as digital media evolves, so does exposure of these
titles to international audiences.
-

Translation of names and words

If there is an official English translation available, I will use those names and words in
lieu of their original origin. Unless the original word merits importance to the analysis, it will be
featured in parenthesis in its original script. If the language is not written in Latin text, it will be
followed by the Romanization2. For the sake of Japanese Romanization, I will use the Traditional
Hepburn System3.
Unless there is an official spelling and name order, for names of living persons, the name
order will be in the standard American system: First name, Last name.

2
3

Example: study (勉強, benkyou).
Traditional Hepburn System is the most common romanization familiar with Western learners of Japanese.
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-

Places and titles

Places and locations will use the official English translation unless otherwise noted. If
there is no official English title, the original language will be used.
-

Abbreviations

Unless defined on page iv, all organizations and titles will be written in full. For example,
the Organization of Transformative Works or An Archive of Our Own.
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CHAPTER 1 –
You’re Probably Doing It Wrong: Finding a Space for POC Voices
But here's the thing. Unless I'm going to write people just like me, I'm going to have to
write The Other. And there's gotta be a limited market for EBear self-insertion novels.
Especially if it starts looking like that scene in Being John Malkovitch, where all the
Malkovitches are walking around going Malkovitch Malkovitch (Elizabeth Bear).

On January 12th, 2009, a cataclysm erupted in transmedia fandom from the journal of
Elizabeth Bear, a fantasy and science fiction author. Bear had taken to her journal to write an
essay tackling the issue of the Other head on in a blunt and raw manner that spread through the
Internet like a wildfire. Bear’s essay was not innovative or an entirely new concept, in fact, the
concept of writing the Other had not been foreign to writers – authors Nisi Shawl and Cynthia
Ward had presented a workshop on writing diverse characters in 1992 titled, Writing the Other:
Bridging Cultural Differences for Successful Fiction, and later released a book based on the
workshop. Bear, on the other hand, presented an argument reinforcing Shawl and Ward’s
approach to writing minorities in creative fiction. The journal entry was earnest in its approach,
targeting the fantasy and science fiction genre by titling the essay: whatever you’re doing, you’re
probably wrong.
The metacritique targeted science-fiction and fantasy writers, urging them to do better in
their depiction of minorities in their stories. Bear had received rather positive support once
posted onto Livejournal; other authors had spoken up in agreement to the entry, acknowledging
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that the Other should be reevaluated, but as the post continued to spread there was a dissent
slowly bubbled within social media from minorities (Busse 182).
People of color began to speak against Bear by calling out what they had considered to be her
hypocrisy as a professional writer and the problematic representations of the Other in her books.
One of the most influential responses to the Bear essay from a blogger by the online handle of
Avalon’s Willow, whose post entitled Open Letter: To Elizabeth Bear had been the proverbial
straw that broke the camel’s back. The letter had brought to light a topic that none had wanted to
acknowledge: the voices of actual minorities in a predominantly White space. While it was
agreed that the Bear essay was with good intent, Willow’s letter presented a rebuttal that forced
the community to look at the issue of the Other from the perspective of minorities in transmedia
fandom spaces:

“Even when the culture is non-white, even when the it’s not a case of aspects of my
culture or some other non-white culture being incorporated into some white Europic
Fantasy for some white Europic goal – there’s no guarantee of proper, respectful
representation.
It’s about being fed up with all of that and not in the mood or to pamper or to pet
someone who has far more privilege than they seem willing to admit….” (Willow, par.
13-4).

Up until the Bear post, there had not been a scrutinized look at the representation of minorities in
transmedia. As noted in Willow’s rebuttal, the discussion of minority representation –
9

particularly Black representation – was overshadowed by White voices. Even as the fallout from
the live action movie adaption of Avatar the Last Airbender was dominating trade papers due to
the received backlash for the whitewashing of the characters, the voices of minorities was looked
aside for the opinion of their White counterparts. Willow’s response to Bear cast a light upon
POC, particularly the BIPOC community within transmedia fandom. This eventual fallout is
considered to be the spark that ignited what would be infamously called “RaceFail ‘09”.

1.1 Early Transmedia and Fandom Communities

Why would the writings of two influential individuals in science fiction and fantasy spark
something that would be infamously known as “RaceFail ‘09”? To understand this dynamic, one
must understand the dynamics of transmedia-based fandom in the decades leading up to January
2009. Fan communities built around transmedia titles have been acknowledged to have a largely
White majority audience — most titles released to general audiences were crafted with a White
audience in mind, whereas if any minorities did appear within the story, it was usually secondary
with no consequence to plot (De Kosnik and Carrington, par. 1.3). Despite the disparity in
representation, BIPOC have continued to exist in these spaces by creating enclaves within their
own communities. As Sarah Florini wrote in her essay, Enclaving and cultural resonance in
Black Game of Thrones fandom:

“Black fandom largely goes unnoticed, particularly in genres, like fantasy, that are heavily
associated with whiteness. … Because Black fans are often ignored, marginalized, or even
10

harassed, many have built their own enclaved spaces by exploiting the affordances of digital
media.” (par. 1.2)
Naturally communities intersect with each other and it goes without saying that minorities,
despite having their own communities, also take part in the main fandom. It is in these general
spaces that BIPOC would hide their otherness in order to fit in — focusing their attention on
characters that closely represented them within the texts (Thomas and Stornaiuolo, par. 3.8).
Still, minorities in early transmedia fandom went largely unnoticed due to the perceived
whiteness of the communities. This willingness to participate in fandom involved the necessity to
assimilate into the hegemony of the main communities. As James Rendell wrote,

“This is not to say that Black fans are not welcome to enter this online space and engage in
discussions; however, they may do so only at the expense of negating, neutralizing, and
nullifying their intersectional analyses of race and gender. Therefore, because whiteness is
deracialized and is seen instead as the norm (Dyer 1997; Bucholtz 2001), Black fans must
display a degree of passivity and identity repression.”

Being a minority in predominantly White spaces meant to wear two different masks — one that
assimilated to the perceived norm and one that stayed true within their own group. This lost
identity perpetuated the continued lack of representation — and while minorities were
acknowledged in some capacity within transmedia, they usually assumed secondary roles that
either exacerbated racial stereotypes or were insignificant enough to the story that they were
either forgettable or replaceable. Even in the 1990s, where the Star Trek franchise had created
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the spinoff Deep Space Nine with a Black man in the role of the lead character, most transmedia
titles were devoid of POC, especially complex characters of significance.
Content creators, Hollywood studios, and even academics did not make this inclusion a
priority when developing transmedia and researching the fandoms. In particular, the codifying of
transmedia and fandom as a White space had been perpetuated by academics like John Fiske
who claimed that there were not enough studies on non-White fandoms (Johnson, par. 1.4). The
attitude that BIPOC communities did not, or could not, exist thus justifying the denial of
representation despite BIPOC writers and academics addressing the topic head-on. As explained
earlier, The Other was introduced by women of color in the late 1980s, yet the conversation was
mediated by White academics and industry leaders throughout the 1990s and early 2000s. At the
same time, within transmedia fandom communities, tension had been brewing within the
paradoxical existence of BIPOC spaces in fandoms such as Buffy the Vampire Slayer, Harry
Potter, and Star Wars to name a few. Naturally, the tension broke with the “whatever you’re
doing, you’re doing it wrong” essay.

1.2 Social Media, Racebending, and “Check Your Privilege”

RaceFail ’09 was the direct response to the lack of diversity within transmedia. But this event
would not have happened had it not been for social media giving opportunity for individuals to
interact with each other in real time. While online communities did exist in the 1990s and early
2000s, they required active participation in mailing lists and online bulletin boards/forums which
naturally had a lag between posts. Conversation threads would last from days to weeks through
12

these platforms, but social media allowed for the instantaneous sharing of ideas and reactions.
Algorithms within social media platforms encouraged fandoms to interact with each other rather
than remain isolated on dedicated websites. BIPOC communities could no longer be ignored.
Transmedia fandom could no longer be defined as a White space.
By the late 2000s, the topic of racism within transmedia texts had begun to dominate the
conversation. The first instance of this was the announcement of the cast for the live action
adaptation of Nickelodeon’s Avatar the Last Airbender. Directed by M. Night Shyamalan, an
Indian American and, at the time, one of the few successful POC directors in Hollywood, the
film (retitled to The Last Airbender) was planned to be a three-film trilogy epic to surpass the
success of its cartoon origins. Due to the cartoon’s mythology being deeply rooted in East and
South Asian folklore, Avatar was in a unique position. The show’s cast of characters were coded
as East and South Asian as well as Inuit origin, something that had been groundbreaking in
children’s television at the time. Particularly for Asian-Americans, Avatar was the only
transmedia title in which the titular characters were ones that they could identify with. As Jenn
Fang wrote, “ … I can only imagine how valuable a show like Avatar: The Last Airbender is to
today’s Asian parents, who use shows to instill some measure of racial self-esteem in their
children” (Fang, par. 6).
Fans anticipated a film that would act as a vehicle to elevate Asian actors into the
mainstream, especially since most Asian representation in Western media had usually been
reserved for stereotypes. Reaction in fandom was initially positive, despite reservations of
Shyamalan’s involvement as writer and director. Fans had put faith in Shyamalan’s own
experience as a POC in Hollywood, hoping he would use his own Asian roots to his advantage
13

and tell a story that, as he had stated in an interview, was brought to his attention by his own
daughters’ love for the show (Honeycutt, par. 2). Once the casting call sheets were leaked online,
fandom erupted in protest against the casting decisions while the film was in pre-production. A
coalition of fans, led by Asian-Americans, started a campaign on Livejournal titled “Aang Ain’t
White” and initiated a letter writing campaign to Paramount, the studio producing the film.
Despite efforts from both fans and non-fans, the studios went forward with the decision to
change the races of the lead characters from Asian and Indigenous to White. In an effort to
further cement focus on the decision, two fans of Asian descent – jedifreac and glockgal –
created a website and community titled “Racebending”, using the concept of bending from the
show (a power in which certain characters can manipulate elements) and highlighting the
inherent racism of the choices by the production (Lopez 433).
The Racebending controversy did not have the impact that fans had wanted. Even though
The Last Airbender performed horribly in theaters, the negative response to the film was focused
more on Shyamalan’s failure to direct a cohesive epic rather than the casting choices the studio
had made. In fact, critics rather praised the performances from some of the actors, looking over
the problem that POC were denied an opportunity be represented in the film. This response from
the industry proved what Asian-American fans were saying from the start of the controversy:
“There’s a belief in Hollywood that while Asian stories will sell, Asian faces won’t. … [the]
White-washing of Asian movies and the take-home message, yet again, that Asian’s aren’t good
enough to be the heroes.” (Fang, par. 7-8). What Racebending did in 2010 was expand on the
discourse that had started with RaceFail ’09. Using social media as a means of organizing, POC
fans made it known that transmedia fandom could no longer be considered a space of whiteness.
14

Minorities came out to say that they were “here” and they “existed” despite the decades long
commonly accepted opinion stating the contrary.
From the early days of fanzines to the Internet, fandom has adapted to adapting to the
change of platform and venue. The evolution of social media in particular has had a tremendous
and influential impact on culture – Occupy Wall Street and the Arab Spring movements utilized
social media platforms to spread their message (Kang 137). The intersect of racial injustices and
fandom would naturally collide, as RaceFail ’09 and Racebending demonstrated. This collusion,
according to some acafans, is the birth of social justice within transmedia fandom. The
discussion of race, representation, and what it meant to be a minority in transmedia fandom
begun to manifest on Tumblr in the early 2010s. The discussion of what it is to be a minority in a
space that could be considered inherently designed to not be for their consumption had ceased to
exist in the counterpublic spaces that minorities had participated in prior to RaceFail. Rather than
continue engaging in their own separate spaces, younger POC sought to make their voices heard.
The goal was to not simply write essays and metacritiques on the state of transmedia but assume
an active role in the change of representation in TMS. Unlike Livejournal, which was designed
as a journaling platform with isolated spaces, Tumblr was developed to actively encourage user
engagement through hashtags and recommendations. The website was a metaphorical town
square, serving as a bridge between social activism and the fandom experience. Spaces were no
longer isolated, instead they were collaborative – users could write posts, others could append
their thoughts to them, and the cycle continue with reblogs.
Tumblr allowed POC and their allies a space to have discourse without feeling
inadequate, marginalized, or attacked. While RaceFail had deteriorated into White writers and
15

fans striking back at BIPOC writers and fans for what they perceived as an “unhelpful attitude
from POC writers” (Kang 142), the inclusivity of Tumblr “felt like a safe and open place to
present oneself without fear of negative consequences from people they knew” (Haimson,
Oliver, et al. 6). POC, especially women of color, could express themselves for who they were
without fear of attack or marginalization. The need to wear masks ended once most fans made
the migration from Livejournal to Tumblr — the diversification of fandom was celebrated rather
than kept aside.
The openness of Tumblr afforded minorities a space that they could share their thoughts
and opinions to a wider and accepting audience. White fans looked at the shared content as a
learning experience—they were forced to realize that POC existed within their fandom and had
grievances about the way they were represented in transmedia. Accounts on the website
dedicated to “waking up” fans to social injustices within transmedia flourished; it was better to
be “woke” about the problems minorities experienced than willfully ignorant. The website’s
progressive environment helped encourage an allyship that had been nonexistent at the time.
POC were now able to lay the ground rules for their fandom experience, and progressive White
fans began to “check their privilege”, as the maintainer of the blog whiteseducatingwhites wrote:
“As always, Black followers are more than welcome and invited to check my privilege and to
respond to this post, or comment on that which I am not entitled to comment”
(whiteseducatingwhites, par. 6).
The ideological change in the way POC and Whites interacted in fandom lead to the
social justice movement within transmedia fandom. White fans began to “check their privilege” a
term used by POC towards Whites in fandom to bring focus the theory that Whites are
16

inadvertently born with an advantage over POC. By building allyship with each other, fans on
Tumblr (and eventually Twitter) worked to put an end to the practices that were prevalent just
years earlier. Minority feelings and thoughts were to be appreciated and in return, the complaints
of POC about the lack of representation, or the problematic trends in token representation,
amplified. These changes in fandom were further amplified in 2016 by #OscarsSoWhite and the
#BlackLivesMatter (BLM) movement in wake of the shooting deaths of Black men and women
across the United States. The BLM movement forced society to “wake up” to the issues affecting
BIPOC in the United States – this bled into fandom, where to be “woke” was to be an “ally”. It
was now the effort of BIPOC and allies to focus their efforts on pointing out the issues existing
in TMS.
As fandom migrated from Tumblr to Twitter, writing campaigns turned into canceling
studios, actors, and transmedia texts that fans had deemed to be “problematic”. By canceling
these individuals and parties, fans brought to attention the issues they viewed as a problem that
needed to be fixed or, in some extreme cases, actually canceled and removed from television or
bookstores.

1.3 To Diversify or to Forcefully Diversify

As fandom spaces rapidly changed from the early 2010s to the new decade, so did the
state of TMS. Efforts by campaigns like Racebending and BLM were not in vain; creators and
studios gradually began to diversify the casting process. Between 2007 and 2018, POC
representation in TMS had increased on an average of 2.6 percent. Yet, from 2016 to 2018, the
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average percentage of Blacks in films had risen from 13.5 percent to 16.9 percent, Latinos from
3.1 percent to 5.3 percent, Asians from 5.6 percent to 8.2 percent (Smith, Stacy, et al., tbl. 13).
The increased presence of POC in film and television had gradually risen partially in response to
the activism on social media and partially from social pressure to the changing political climate
within the United States. It was harder for creators and studios to develop transmedia titles by
ignoring the fluid dynamics of the demographic that were engaging with the stories being told.
The demographics of TMS engagement could no longer be codified as a majority White —
social media had dramatically changed that perception with trends that controlled the
conversation; the ability to react in real time to events helped put a spotlight on marginalized
communities that would have went unnoticed otherwise.
For example, Black fans created several spaces on social media, using hashtags that
reflected the blackness of the experience by using African American Vernacular English to
establish their space. Some of these hashtags were DatRobot (Mr. Robot), DemAgents (Agent of
Shields), and DemDeadz (The Walking Dead) to name a few. For the show Game of Thrones, the
Dem Thrones space on Twitter became immensely popular, garnering mainstream attention by
being a top trend during premiere episodes of the show (Fussell, par. 5).
Dem Thrones on Twitter and YouTube proved to HBO that BIPOC were watching Game
of Thrones despite the show being a medieval fantasy with a significant lack of non-White
characters. As Florini wrote,

“If fandom is a project of self-formation, then the stigmatization or erasure of their racial
identities combined with limited points of identification in media texts foreclose this
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possibility for Black fans. However, as they historically have, Black people make do”
(par. 6.2).

HBO’s attempt to connect with Black audiences, understanding the growing audience of Black
fans watching the show, failed by releasing a mixtape featuring popular rappers. To some, the
attempt was almost insulting, but the impact of Dem Thrones would leave a significant
impression on the industry as a whole. Transmedia could no longer be looked at as Whites-only
space.
As social media made POC spaces within fandom impossible to ignore, studios placed
more effort to diversify transmedia titles. Studio executives in charge of legacy franchises such
as Star Wars and Star Trek had conscientious efforts made on the part of the studios to diversify.
Both Star Trek Discovery (Discovery) and the Star Wars sequel trilogy had female leads, with
the former featuring a woman of color. The majority of the characters of the Disney-produced
Star Wars films have been POC — most notably Rogue One. The characters of the Archie
comics have all been reimagined in their television counterparts, with nearly all the characters
now of Black, Asian, or Latin descent. The prominent portrayal of minorities in legacy titles
have a more profound impact POC fans, as one fan said in the documentary Looking for Leia of
the character Bodhi Rock, played by British Pakistani actor Riz Ahmed, “If I dressed up as Leia,
I wouldn’t be Princess Leia, I’d be the Indian Princess Leia. But if I dressed up as Bodhi, I’m
Bodhi Rook and that’s really cool” (Ophelian 00:06:05-38).
Yet, diversification is not simply a matter of increasing the melanin-level of a cast. The
character must be crucial to the experience. It is critical that the fan be able to see themselves in
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story. Frank Rose wrote that with TMS, that in order for people to be able to “identify with the
story” they must first be able to “in some way make it their own” (Demartino, par. 4). Much like
an incomplete puzzle, transmedia requires that the viewer collect the pieces and put them
together to “encourage curiosity, exploration, experimentation, and problem solving” (Jenkins,
par. 17). So, what happens when the pieces don’t necessarily fit but are rather forced into the
puzzle? The experience then becomes disjointed and, for some, frustrating. The process of
including POC within a transmedia property takes more than the act of casting a minority into a
role. Even though studios have noticed the existence of POC in transmedia fandom, the inclusion
of minorities in these titles still have problems that have not gone unnoticed by fans.
Erasure of minorities is still an issue, with POC characters holding insignificant roles that
have no impact to the plot, and in most cases are essentially erased from the story. This is
primarily because of the hetero White normative that dominates most transmedia storytelling.
For the last 12 years of films produced in Hollywood, only 5.9% of the directors were Black
whereas only 4 in the sample period were Asian. When POC have creative control, the work will
have higher chances of more inclusion, working against the whiteness that dominates the
industry (Smith, Stacy, et al. 4).
The positive imagery coupled with the important focus centering a BIPOC character in
the story is extremely important. Transmedia titles that have POC as the central focus of the
story tend to avoid tokenism because the characters serve a purpose to the story being told. It is
difficult to differentiate POC from their own journey when the story is not told from the
perspective of whiteness. Discovery’s Michael Burnham is a woman of color, a Black woman,
who is presented with natural hair and with a backstory that has her at conflict with her human
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side and Vulcan loyalties. Burnham is unapologetically Black, yet her presence on screen does
not play upon stereotypes to highlight this fact. When POC, especially Black women, see
Burnham on screen they see someone that they can identify with. As Monique Jones wrote,

I finally have someone who understands my personal struggle on television, and she’s
also a black woman. It showcases a different side to blackness that is rarely seen on
television…. She’s not loud or brash. She’s not sexually promiscuous. She’s not even
funny, really. She’s a no-nonsense, yet naive woman who is still trying to find herself
amid her place between two cultures. She’s ‘a puzzle, wrapped inside an enigma, house
inside a cranium,’ and it’s good to see someone like her exist in our pop culture. She lets
other black women like me, women with Vulcan brains, know that not only are they just
fine, but they can–yes, I’m saying it–live long and prosper. (Jones, par. 17)

However, not all attempts of diversification are the same. As Elizabeth Gililand wrote,
“When characters who fall outside this bracket of whiteness are included in the narrative, they
are often killed off or exoticized/hyper-sexualized; or they remain in largely supportive roles,
seemingly included to act as the token person of color.” (1.1). Including POC in a story without
properly portraying them in the story is tokenism. They exist to check off boxes, but their
representation is not told or expressed in a way that is truly relatable to the groups represented in
the story. A notable example of this is with the portrayal of POC within the Star Wars sequel
trilogy. Noted for its diverse cast, the sequel trilogy was lauded for its diversification of its lead
roles — but as the subsequent movies were released, the more it appeared to fans that it was
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forced diversity than a genuine attempt at placing POC in the heart of the legacy title. There were
many firsts that were achieved for the franchise — the first Black stormtrooper, the first major
Asian character, the first female-lead, etc. —The inclusion of Rose Tico, the first woman of
color to lead in Star Wars, was a huge move for Asian Americans who had watched the movie.
Singaporean-American Dawn Xiana Moon wrote about Rose Tico inclusion in the Star Wars
universe:
“With Rose, Asian-American women could be star-struck fangirls who stopped being
awed when we realized that our heroes weren’t heroic; we could make mistakes, befriend
stableboys, and save our friends from needlessly throwing their lives away.
With the Tico sisters, Asian-American women could be something other than
Dragon Lady or submissive stereotypes, could both sacrifice and fight, could be part of
the great Star Wars tradition of ordinary people doing the extraordinary and saving the
galaxy as a result.” (Moon, par. 25-6)

Sadly, the groundbreaking inclusion of Rose Tico would be subverted by the final film of the
trilogy when the character was erased from all promotion and her screen time reduced to less
than 90 seconds. LFL had defended the decision by stating the difficulties of incorporating her
character due to reliance of the deceased Carrie Fisher, but many viewed the move as LFL’s
attempt at appeasing the far-right dissidents that had taken to the Internet to voice their opinion,
with one fan writing:
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“I think it’s despicable that Lucasfilm’s marketing team would act in a way that seems to
agree with this notion. To seemingly bend to the will of the worst possible Star Wars fans
is cowardly and deserves to be criticised. Regardless of their reasons, it sends the
message that acting like a racist, sexist child will pay off and get the characters you don’t
like removed from the franchise.” (Brennan, par. 5)

If the issue had been with her presentation in The Last Jedi, which was extremely controversial4,
LFL could have made a better attempt at rectifying her character’s relevance to the story by
giving her a more substantial role in the film, but LFL made the call to erase her from the film.
Rose Tico, Finn, and Poe were all tokens in a franchise that was struggling with breaking
free from its centered whiteness. It was clearly apparent that the diversification efforts of LFL
under the creative control of Disney were genuine in the beginning — but the backlash to these
changes held more weight than to the desires of underrepresented audiences that were watching
the same films. As one Black fan noted, “I found the Rose Tico erasure cringeworthy, and
maddening. There was enough room for her character to actually be apart of the plot, but JJ
chose to listen to the rabid YouTubers and reddit geeks” (DenTheHonjok). Erasing POC from
the narrative has consequences that can leave a chilling effect for minorities who rely on their
representation. Roes Tico’s erasure was not only egregious to BIPOC, but it had far more
damaging consequences for Asian Americans, who felt that Rose Rico’s removal from the films
was like an affirmation that Asians did not matter in Hollywood.

4

https://www.esquire.com/entertainment/movies/a21205523/star-wars-kelly-marie-tran-harassment-controversy/
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Forced diversity and tokenism are harmful practices that isolate minorities from the
whiteness of a story by implicitly declaring that they are other-than. As Gililand further wrote,
“plugging characters of color at random to add flavor and diversity to the lineup can just be as
problematic an alternative” (par. 3.4). But, even if a character is eventually erased from the
narrative, that exposure could still present a benefit to the POC engaging with the story:

“#thankyourianjohnson for rose tico and her heart and strength of conviction, for opening
my eyes to the possibility of an asian woman like me having a place in the story, in an
epic work of fiction like star wars, and for finally letting me see myself in a galaxy far,
far away” (sulcusandjirehs).
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CHAPTER 2 The Queer Stormtrooper: Gender and Sexuality in a Galaxy Far, Far Away
whats the point of star wars making a they/them charcter when they keep casting
transphobic actors, give a male character an ex gf to prevent the fans from perceiving
him as gay, and make two female background charas kiss and call it diversity which was
cut in many countries (@llewynkolpakov).

A young, scrappy solider defects from the fascist military he was conscripted to as a
child. He feels the urge to defect, and finally finds the courage to find his own freedom when he
meets a scruff, wounded prisoner. It’s an unlikely pair, but the two fight for freedom; the solider
gets a name and the prisoner finds a savior. When the two are separated, the soldier travels the
galaxy to return a droid to its owner, and eventually makes his way to the rebels he had spent his
life fighting – and into the arms of the pilot that saved him, or perhaps the pilot he saved.
The events described in the previous paragraph did happen. It is half of plot for the
character of Finn from the movie Star Wars Episode VII: The Force Awakens. In the film, a
nameless Black stormtrooper defects from the First Order, the film’s antagonist, and meets the
hero of the Resistance, Poe Dameron, a Hispanic pilot. The pilot gives him a name through their
escape are intricately bound to each other when the newly named Finn finds Poe’s droid in the
possession of a desert scavenger. Nothing that the characters say or do indicate their sexuality—
in fact the two characters spend nearly seventy-five percent of the film apart from each other—
but to fans watching the film for the first time they saw something. It did not need to be explicit;
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it was just a simple bite of Poe’s lower lip and a sly grin in Finn’s direction that spoke a million
words: Poe was gay and Finn was going to be his boyfriend.
Shipping, the act of setting characters up in romantic relationships, is not exclusive to
Star Wars; it’s a common element to transmedia fandom. A ship can come from an moment in a
story: the mere glance from across the room or the simple kind gesture of appreciation can be
enough for a fan to determine that two characters much be romantically involved. That is what
makes the fan experience of transmedia storytelling a unique one—but when studios and creators
get wind of the shipping of their characters, who may or may not have interacted enough to
logically explain the pairing, there is an conscientious effort to placate and indulge those fans —
especially when the ship is an LGBTQ+ pairing.
Stormpilot, the ship name for Finn and Poe, was a pairing that fans of the pairing had
believed would finally break the barriers that had existed for queer representation in transmedia.
Even though the moments between Finn and Poe were limited, the chemistry between the actors
was enough to sell the possibility that somewhere within the trilogy the two would eventually
become a canon pair. The concept that relationships must be explicit in order to be canon — or
that queer love should be obvious — was not necessary to those who acknowledged Stormpilot.
For queer representation, the characters do not need to explicitly act upon their feelings for it to
be justified, just the implicit glance over and a lip bite is all one needs to feel a connection to a
character who has the potential of being queer.
Poe’s actor, Oscar Isaac, has been on record stating that he performed the character as if
he was a gay man, and he had embraced the Stormpilot fandom with open arms. Every gesture
and touch that Poe gave Finn had been performed with the intent that Poe was in love with Finn
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— a validation that has been well received by fans, as one fan wrote, “oscar isaac’s obsession
with poe being gay and madly in love with finn is what a true chaotic good should be”
(notyourbitchboybane). By declaring Oscar Isaac as a chaotic good, the fan is asserting that his
comments of the contrary to Disney, that are in support of the Stormpilot ship and of Poe’s
sexuality, made him an ally. The validation of queer representation is important — this much is
true — but when the validation becomes a bait, is it harmful to the queer community?

2.1 Queerbaiting for Ratings

Fans fans reacted positively to the comments made about Stormpilot by the cast, using
them as champions of their cause. Oscar Isaac and John Boyega were the metaphorical captains
of their ship — acknowledging the relationship and their fans in press junkets and personal live
streams. Yet, when the cast and crews of Supernatural and Teen Wolf acknowledged their
respective popular slash pairings, the attempt failed at seeming legit. Fans realized that they were
being queerbaited, as if they were hanging a metaphorical gay carrot in front of them week after
week.
Queerbaiting itself isn’t a recent affair. According to Eve Ng, queerbaiting is where
creators “court viewers interested in LGBTQ narratives—or become aware of such viewers—
and encourage their interests in the media” (Ng, par. 1.2); there isn’t a genuine effort in trying to
accurately represent queer relationships or characters within the story, but rather a way to keep
retaining an audience without committing to the portrayal of queer characters. Due to the
participatory nature of transmedia storytelling, the effort placed on retaining audiences is
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important to the success of the text — for example, the popularity of MTV’s Teen Wolf was due
to the dedication of the Sterek fanbase, a ship between the show’s protagonists Stiles Stilinski
and Derek Hale. The show runners had realized this by the third season, and yet, rather than
honestly react to the fans that were interested in the two becoming a couple, the show’s social
media decided to tease the prospect. On the official Tumblr account, the posting of polls and
unseen footage of Sterek implied content was posted, yet fans felt tricked once it clear that the
creators had no intentions on making either character queer:

The cast accepts questions concerning Sterek and they even joke about it but when the
show airs the only signs of Sterek are interactions between Stiles and Derek that nonshippers don’t pay attention to….
But when the TW team wants to win something, they bring out the Sterek flag.
They will make fun videos starring Dylan and Tyler (the TV Guide boat video) and then
offer a gift of outtakes if they won and then what? We all go back to shipping Sterek on
Tumblr, fan fiction and hoping something…anything happens in the show. (Raven, par.
18-9).

By capitalizing on the fandom, the studios sought to engage with their biggest draw to the
television show to maintain viewership without actually committing to the portrayal of two
bisexual men on screen. It can be argued that Teen Wolf never made any legitimate attempt to
write Sterek as a canon relationship within the narrative, and it is true that the show runners
made it clear that the characters were heterosexual. But, what had disturbed fans, especially
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queer fans, was the ease at which MTV utilized their wish for queer representation as a
marketing tool. The creator of the “AreTheyGay” YouTube channel, who is bisexual, accused
Viacom, MTV’s parent company, for taking down their video essay, claiming that the company
was reacting against them for pointing out the queerbaiting, wrote,

“Is it because I pointed out the blatant queerbaiting and issues that I find with Teen Wolf?
Is it because you don’t like that I suggested they could possibly LGBTQ+? I don’t know.
But it wasn’t because I infringed on your content.” (aretheygayvideos, par. 2).

Teen Wolf is a rather light example of queerbaiting in transmedia, but it had an impact on
its young viewers none the less who had hoped that the show would have been bold enough to
explore the possibility of the Sterek dynamic from a romantic perspective. On the other hand,
another horror-themed transmedia title marketed towards a slightly older audience were
unapologetically blatant in its queerbaiting: Supernatural, which airs on the Paramount-owned
CW, is a show about two brothers who are on a trip to hunt supernatural monsters and experience
otherworldly happenings along the way. Eventually, they meet a fallen angel, and the show takes
off once that angel becomes their ally. The show’s success can be partly due to the interest in
two of the main characters: Dean Winchester and Castiel. Fans had shipped them, aptly giving
the pairing the name Destiel, and were extremely dedicated to the show, the creators, and the
actors themselves. In 2014, Destiel was the most blogged ship on Tumblr and in 2015 the pairing
won a Teen Choice award for their chemistry (Talbot). The show runners knew how influential
the ship was to the success of the show and did not waver in baiting the fans whenever possible.
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Destiel had become a would they running gag within the show that had frustrated some viewers,
alienated others, and fired up most in hope that the show would finally commit itself to the queer
representation it had teased for over a decade.

2.2 It’s Just Subtext: Erasing Queer Representation
For years Destiel was dangled in front of Supernatural’s large queer fan base like the
metaphorical carrot. The show had referred to the moments between the characters as subtext, by
having a metafictional episode. Using a character named Marie as the personification of
Supernatural’s Destiel fandom, the character famously tells Dean – who is witnessing a scene of
actors portraying him and Castiel – that, “It’s just subtext,” and that one cannot “spell subtext
without S-E-X.” Dean glances at the camera sardonically as if the set up was for comedic value,
but for LGBTQ+ fans, especially the youth who yearn for stories and characters to identify with,
it was more than just subtext. Little gestures and coded language make up the day to day for
queer fans — they live in subtext. Fandom for many queer individuals is the “only place safe
enough to talk about being gay” (Dym, Brianna, et al. 2), and so by mocking those very fans for
believing in Destiel, the show runners had made an egregious misstep, and many had given up on
the show soon thereafter. People began to pick up on the fact that the show was only
queerbaiting it’s viewership, noting that the effort was condescending to fans, and that they were
“tired of the same song and dance of subtextual suggestion and then denial.” (Anastasia, par. 17).
Subtext may not be intentional on the part of the writers, and sometimes it is. Fans who
engage with transmedia, especially queer fans, will look for subtext in order to find something
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that represents them in the story. The more ambiguous the character’s sexuality is, the easier it is
for fans to pick out what they can consider to be “subtext” justifying why a character may or may
not be queer. In the show Mr. Robot, the lead character of Elliot Alderson, played by Rami
Malek, was paired with one of the antagonists, and later unrelenting ally, Tyrell Wellick, played
by Martin Wallstrom. In the show, Alderson is shown to be a straight man with an onscreen
relationship that lasts a few episodes in Season 1 but Wellick is established as a bisexual man
who has several trysts with both men and women. By the time the show reached it’s third season,
fans believed there was enough subtext to also code Alderson as bisexual and the possibility of
“Tyrelliot”, the ship name for Tyrell and Elliot, seemed to be a likely outcome due to the
apparent subtext throughout the later seasons. Tyrell’s later devotion to Elliot and his confessions
that he “loves him”, was enough for fans to believe that the relationship was canon — if not onesided on the part of Tyrell5.
It could be argued that the subtext fans saw was not necessarily there in the show—that
they were reading far into something that was never there in the first place. Tyrell has shown to
be a character that will hold undying loyalty to those who he views as above him, but the
production’s acknowledgement of the Tyrelliot fans on social media legitimized their
assessment6, if not gave them the okay to ship the two characters together even if they may not
actually come together as a romantic pair on screen. The subtext between the two characters was
the driving dynamic that kept the ship alive in a show that most would consider to be the last

5

Sam Esmail stated that Tyrell loved Elliot in a Season 2 finale interview with Variety
https://variety.com/2016/tv/news/mr-robot-season-2-finale-sam-esmail-elliot-shot-tyrell-alive-1201867301/
6
https://www.theverge.com/2017/11/15/16651136/mr-robot-digital-after-show-martin-wallstrom-kor-adana-usanetwork-youtube-livestream
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place one would find an active shipping community. The participatory nature of Mr. Robot,
going as far as to use immersive events that bridged fans directly into the show, attracted the
audience that could — and would — find a queer relationship in the narrative of a cyber-terrorist
waging war against capitalism. Elliot did not need to explicitly show romantic interests in Tyrell
for fans to read into the tension between the two characters and come up with their own
narrative. Tyrell’s obsession was enough — Tyrell loved Elliot and Elliot needed Tyrell to see
his vision become a reality.
When shows become too involved in the subtext, using it as a tool to bait fans into
watching a show, it can backfire in the case of Supernatural. In 2020, Destiel was finally
affirmed in a dramatic declaration of love on the part of Castile to Dean. In episode 18 of the 15th
and final season of Supernatural, between his tears, Castile declared that everything he had done
was for Dean, “I cared about the whole world because of you,” Castile sobs, “you changed me.”
Dean looks upset and confused, as the scene continues:
“Why does this sound like a goodbye?” Dean asks.
Castile cracks a smile and says, “Because it is — I love you.”
Dramatic sound effects cut through the declaration. Castile and Dean share their feelings,
as if the deed will finally be done — that twelve years of pent-up tension would be unleashed
and Destiel would run into each other’s arms with declarations of love — but suddenly a black
figure sweeps into the room and kills Castiel. The queer fallen angel that had declared his love
for the show’s protagonist was dragged into the depths of Hell. The canon moment that fans had
been waiting for over a decade was over in under ninety seconds. Dean was alive but Castiel was
dead – and so went the ship.
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Twitter and Tumblr exploded in mixed reactions. It was the highest trending topic on the
social media website, even outranking the 2020 Presidential Election. Soon the tweets were less
celebratory and more of a mourning, while others pointed out the hypocrisy : “Congrats to
supernatural for 12 years of queerbaiting and then ending it in the fastest bury your gays
speedrun ever seen as well as doing it in the most homophobic way possible 😔✌” (nyx-vibes).
Figure 1 features the memes that had begun to flood Twitter once the celebrations had died
down. The killing of Castiel repeated a trend within transmedia that has existed since the early
1970s but originated in the early 19th century: Bury Your Gays. A method for queer writers to
hide their identity in literature, by the last half of the 20th century, the idea of killing off queer
characters become a narrative tool used by straight creators to avoid committing to queer
storylines.

Figure 1: A meme created by Twitter user ayessaso, preceding the text, “spn writers
making destiel canon”, retrieved from user's Twitter account,
https://twitter.com/ayessaso/status/1324572027227787265
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By killing of Castiel, the show was no longer obligated to go forward with Destiel – Dean
was free to live his life in perpetual ambiguity as he never acknowledged Castiel’s feelings
before the moment of his death. Killing off queer characters is so commonplace that TV Tropes,
a website dedicated to archiving tropes that appear in transmedia, has an extensive list of the
several different ways queer characters are unceremoniously killed off. According to Haley
Hulan, the killing of queer characters allow a way for protagonists to avoid acknowledging their
own sexual identity, such as realizing their attraction was an “experiment or temporary lapse in
judgement … fall[ing] into the arms of a heterosexual partner to live happily ever after and lead
a normal, straight life” (Hulan 17).
The erasure of queer characters, disproportionately lesbian, to elevate heterosexual
narratives is too commonplace and something that has been noticed by queer fans for years.
When shows are written by straight White men, the tendency to find dead queer characters is
more often than not. Since the 1970s, over 200 lesbian and bisexual characters in film and
movie have been killed, with majority of these deaths taking place in transmedia texts (Riese).
High profile deaths like Lexa, a popular character and a lesbian from the CW show The 100,
send a negative message that there is no value to queer lives. Even though the actress had left
the show to pursue a new role, there was no justifiable reason to kill Lexa off. As Maureen Ryan
of Variety wrote,

“For some viewers, Lexa’s death at that moment did indeed cross the line and became
another instance of that trope [bury your gays] playing itself out, and for many, it hurt all
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the more because the show had held itself out as a beacon of positive LGBTQ
representation.” (Ryan, par. 14)

In realizing the mistake of the burying of Lexa, show runner Jason Rothenberg penned an
apology letter on his personal blog, commenting that the decision to kill the character Lexa in the
manner presented in the show had perpetuated the bury your gay stereotype. “Their relationship
held greater importance than even I realized. And that very important representation was taken
away by one stray bullet,” he wrote (Rothenberg, par. 3). As a means of rectifying the erasure of
Lexa, the character had made several other cameos as well as an appearance in the final episode
of the series.
Studios and corporations like to hail themselves as progressives whenever they feature
underrepresented groups in their media. Trade magazines and newspapers will highlight the
progressive moves, sometimes using hyperbole to sell general audiences on their narrative. But
these progressive moves can sometimes be superficial — and on most occasions be moments of
queer erasure. News of the first LGBTQ+ couple in Star Wars flooded the wires during the
initial press junket for the movie. Fans had thought that the couple in question would be
Stormpilot and speculated the bold step until Oscar Isaac broke the news that the “Disney
overlords were not ready to do that” despite his suggestions that the movie take that bold step
(Prudom, par. 3). Once the film was released, the big bold step that people had been in
anticipation for had occurred in a brief moment: a kiss between two background characters. A
kiss that lasted only two seconds. A kiss that had been removed from several other countries due
to censorship. A blink and then you would miss it kind of kiss.
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Disney and LFL had promoted that they achieved queer representation within Star Wars
without realizing that the token act of a kiss between two irrelevant side characters in a scene of
jubilation was only with its value in the headlines that dominated the media leading up to the
release of the film. Queer fans did not look at the moment in The Rise of Skywalker as a moment
of breakthrough representation. Instead, by cutting the scene out of its international box office
run, the scene was a metaphor for the erasure of queer characters:

“So queer people exist in the MCU and Star Wars. But only if we are inconsequential,
easily-removed scenery for the straight characters. We exist, but only in as much as we
can be erased.” (katsudonburi)

It could be argued that LFL fell under the pressure of international markets — the primary reason
for the cut of the kiss was either due to restrictions or to avoid earning a higher rating which
could have potential impacts on earnings — but the inability for the studio to standup for the
message it championed in the domestic markets made the deletion of the scene all the worse for
queer fans. The message was clear: inclusion is only worth its weight in trade paper headlines.

2.3 Genderbending and Slashing

As with all fandoms within transmedia, creating space is quintessential to the experience.
This is important for underrepresented groups who do not see themselves in the stories being
told, or in the case of the queer community, told in ways that either exploit or dehumanize. The
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setbacks that queer fans feel they experience in engaging with transmedia are made up for by the
spaces created by them, for them. Much like the reimagining of White characters as Black by the
BIPOC community, the queer community has also taken characters back and reimagined them
for their own enjoyment.
One of the most common form of expression and reclamation is changing the gender of
characters, also known as genderbending. Usually, the act of genderbending is followed by
changing the character’s sexuality to make them queer as a direct rebuke of the established
heteronormative narrative that is prevalent in transmedia. The changing of genders by queer fans
does not mean that the characters are trying to fit the social constructs that would be applied to
gender. When a fan changes Kylo Ren’s gender from a male to that of a female, the behavior that
Kylo Ren exhibited in the canon does not change. Kylo Ren is still the fallen Jedi and apprentice
to the Supreme Leader of the First Order – it’s less about Kylo Ren and more about how their
“surrounding world – other characters, institutions – change in response to the same behaviors
being differently sexed” (McClellan, par. 3.1).
This does not mean that genderbending is considered to be acceptable by all within the
queer community. For some transgendered fans of transmedia, the practice of changing genders
of characters from one to the other is transphobic at its core. A widely circulated post on Tumblr
criticizes genderbending by stating that the act of it is “cissexism”, writing that, the message
“says that you must have breasts and a vagina to be female, and you must have a penis and a flat
chest to be male. I should not have to explain why that message is transphobic” (kagemxne, par.
2).
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When looking at the fanworks that feature gender-bent characters, the majority of them
are created by cisgender or non-binary people who identify as queer. Figure 2 and Figure 3 both
feature the creative works of queer Fem!Kylux (Female Kylux, also known as Femlux) fans. The
genderbending of Kylo Ren and Armitage Hux is reflective of the fan – in Figure 2, Femlux has
a clear feminine interpretation of the characters whereas in Figure 3, the portrayal of characters is
more gender neutral – and not a monolith.

Figure 3: A fanart of the Kylux pairing (Kylo
Ren/Armitage Hux) from Star Wars, genderbent
as females by queer German artist itssteffnow,
itssteffnow.tumblr.com/post/187221075340/anot
her-commission-i-did-for-a-nice-person-over-on

Figure 2: Lesbian cosplayer Leo performing as Femlux
with partner @Aradheleth,
twitter.com/leo__frie/status/1314270795179479043

There are obvious cisgender-centered genderbending done by cisgender, straight fans
who view genderbending as a fetish – offending transgendered fans in the process – rather than
acknowledging that the space is for queer expression. Some can view this as an appropriation of
queer spaces – much like how ‘bury your gays’ was turned into a tool for avoiding queer
narratives – but most who participate in genderbending use it as a means of including themselves
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in the experience. If transmedia titles like Star Wars and Supernatural cannot commit to actively
presenting queer relationships within the stories told, then queer fans will have to make do by
creating their own narrative.
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CHAPTER 3 The People v. Hollywood: A Court Room Drama – A Critical Reflection
As a student of the Creative Writing program within the English Department at the
University of Central Florida, the purpose of this chapter was to encapsulate the research and
analyzation of the topics presented in Chapter One and Two into a short screen play that takes
place in a random courtroom in a fictional Los Angeles. As stated in my introduction,

“The need for discourse is one of the fundamental principles of digital fandom that is
centered on transmedia storytelling. Creating a fictional trial on the basis of
representation in transmedia will not only be the capstone to my work as a Creative
Writing major, but also emphasize the polarization of the issue” (p. 4).

Fandom spaces are ever moving with the discourse overlapping between the intersection of the
spaces. It can be healthy, or it can be toxic, but as I’ve written I wanted to showcase the
polarization of the issue through a short dramatic piece that could present the argument from
both sides.
84
The DEFENSE sits at their side of the room with stacks
of papers and charts printed on poster boards. The
expression on their face reads that this is not their
first rodeo.
The PROSECUTION on the opposite side of the court room
looks amateurish. This is definitely their first case.
Stacks of manila folders filled with evidence and
claims against the Defense.
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When I introduced the two main characters, the Defense and the Prosecution, I did not
want to reveal a gender or grant these characters a name. By giving these two characters a gender
and a name, I would have theoretically narrowed the scope of performers that could have
portrayed them. The UCLA Hollywood Diversity Report 2019 mentioned this discrepancy of
Above-the-Line (producers, writers, directors) positions filled by minorities, stating that, “people
of color remained underrepresented on every industry employment from in 2016-17” (Hunt,
Darnell, et al. 3), and when it is taken into consideration that those that sit above the line usually
affect the casting decisions by hiring individuals who are minorities (Smith, Stacy, et al. 4), a
genderless description could have the potential of a more diverse casting decision.
84
The BAILIFF, an older gentleman in his late 40s,
clears his throat.
The entire court silences and waits for the judge.
BAILIFF
All rise for the Honorable
Judge.
The JUDGE, an older Southern gentleman, slowly
approaches the bench. He gives the court a once over
and sits down.
JUDGE
You may be seated.
The court sits.
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Likewise, when I wrote the two supporting characters, I took liberty to be more specific. Yet, the
specificity of the role is still maintaining its ambiguity in the race and sexuality of the role. I do
this again with the Court Clerk:
90
A mousy woman, middle aged, stands up with a sheet of
paper. Her suit is one size too big and her glasses
are lopsided.
Anyone can look “mousy” and dress in ill fitted suits. This woman does not need to be bound by
the constraints of race or sexuality, thus providing opportunity on the part of the screenwriter.
The issues presented in Chapter One and Two make a rather striking argument against the
practices of those that produce transmedia, more specifically Hollywood and the decisions made
at the studios. When I interviewed Dr. Mel Stanfill, one thing the professor brought to my
attention was that the situation is far more complex; it was more grey than black and white.
Decisions that were made by studios sometimes are reflective of the bottom line, or what is
considered to be the “safe choice”. Can we, as consumers, blame diversity issues entirely on
corporations and creators if our consumerist society dictates what is profitable? The answer
could be that issue of diversity is not an inherently malicious but going along with the status quo
is not enough either. With this screenplay, that push and pull of obligation was the theme that I
had tinkered with.
88
PROSECUTION (CONT’D)
Look at this tweet. This was
written by a producer of a show
before he locked his account. What
did the producer say when fans
were offended by a decision he
made?
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(reading the tweet)
“I have it on good authority that
Frog Lady is just having tadpoles
to get government money.”

90
DEFENSE (CONT’D)
I quote the witness saying, “I now
understand why this criticism came
our way, it leaves me heartbroken.
I promise you burying, baiting or
hurting anyone was never our
intention.
(beat)
… It is not… who I am.” End quote.
I took the quotes from two showrunners and contrasted the actions of these two
individuals with their fans. This decision in using the two quotes by Pablo Hidalgo of LFL and
Jason Rothenberg of the television show The 100, reflected on the polarizing effect showrunners
and studio executives have on their viewership. It acts as a devil’s advocate, as the Defense
argues, “Just because there’s one bad apple, doesn’t mean they’re all bad”.
The end of the screenplay reveals that the jury, who remained unnamed and off screen for
the entire drama, are in fact the viewer – or in this case, the reader. As explained in Chapter One,
and in Chapter Four, transmedia is a participatory medium; it is reliant on the total engagement
of the consumer, as Jenkins wrote, “everyone who invests time and effort will come away with a
richer entertainment experience” (Jenkins 21). It was important to place the reader or viewer in
the direct center of the debate because this thesis is about that lost connection between the
consumer and the creator. Studios should not be the ones to make the decision on the future
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trajectory of transmedia – it is entirely in the hands of the fan. The evidence was provided, the
arguments were made, and now it is up to you to make the decision.
Writing this screenplay was both a challenge and an interesting experience. I had to break
out of my own biases and habits to craft an entirely unbiased creative piece that offered enough
ambiguity for opportunity but also supported the message of this thesis. Writing something
creative on the pretense of bias was difficult at first, but I learned to grow as a writer and as a
researcher to combine the two most unlikely elements of English and Film. While short and
concise to the constraints of the thesis’ scope, meets, what I hope, is the core message of the
human experience in transmedia in a creative and engaging way.
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CHAPTER 4 Conclusion: Where Do We Go from Here?

This thesis has only begun to address the impact that diversity has upon underrepresented
groups. It is apparent that stories being told in transmedia need to be further diversified to truly
represent the audience that engaged with stories told. Transmedia storytelling is a participatory
medium and the creation of fan spaces are often celebrated as the tried-and-true benefit to
transmedia, especially in the investment in building transmedia properties. Henry Jenkins notes
in his groundbreaking book, Convergence Culture,
“Transmedia storytelling is the art of world making. To fully experience any fictional
world, consumers must assume the role of hunters and gatherers, chasing down bits of the
story across media channels, comparing notes with each other via online discussion
groups, and collaborating to ensure that everyone who invests time and effort will come
away with a richer entertainment experience.” (Jenkins 21)
Creating spaces, connecting over mutual interests and similar life experiences, and sharing the
fruits of these discoveries – that is what fans seek when they engage in transmedia fandom.
When the characters or storylines does not represent the audience, the audience will appropriate
the story to fit their own narrative.
Ebony Thomas in her article, “Race, storying, and restorying”, wrote about how Black
fans of transmedia accommodate the story to their experience. As I have written in Chapter One,
when POC engage with transmedia, they are engaging with a story that is rooted in whiteness,
and so as Thomas wrote, “… young readers are choosing to restory characters from popular
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narratives as mirrors of their own experiences” (Thomas and Stornaiuolo, par. 3.4). Fans of color
must “restory” the transmedia they engage with to make it reflect who they are — if this means
starting a hashtag event on Twitter for BIPOC artists to reimagine White characters as Black, as
in Figures 4 and 5, to add worth to the story then BIPOC fans will celebrate their blackness and
reimagine the story to mirror their experience. For queer fans, the same rewriting applies. While
queer representation might be more prevalent – especially White queer persons, 63% of LGB
characters in 2018 were White (Smith, Stacy, et al. 2) – the portrayal of LGBTQ+ peoples are
toxic and damaging to the normalization of queer life in Western media.

Figure 5: Fanart of Morrigan, from the
Darkstalkers series, drawn for #Blacktober by
@angelcreme,
twitter.com/angeIcreme/status/13117165843822469
12

Figure 4: Fanart of Ed, Edd, and Eddy drawn for
#Blacktober by @ArtAmms,
twitter.com/artamms/status/1327753318030983169
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If transmedia intends to be successful in the 21st century, forcing minorities and
underrepresented groups to rewrite stories to fit their narrative can not be sustainable either
economically or socially. Harmful stereotypes, senseless erasure, and tokenism further cause a
divide by normalizing problematic trends and behavior and the progress to rectify these issues
have been slow in diversifying transmedia. In worst cases, it has been met by resistance 7.
The question presented in the title of this chapter is “Where Do We Go from Here”, and it
is a question that I do not have an answer for. It is easy to say that all creators have to do is
include more minorities in media, and according to the statistics it is being done it’s being done.
There has been a 13% drop in White characters in film since 2007 (Smith, Stacy, et al. 2), yet, as
I explained Chapter One and Two, most of these inclusions have ended up with disastrous
results. Simply tossing tokens into a story does not equate to representation. A POC standing in
the background is just that — a person in the background. Putting a Black man on a movie poster

Figure 6: The Mainland China poster of The Force Awaken versus the North
American poster. The Chinese poster removes the focus on the main characters who
are POC.

7

Jason Campbell on Twitter: “Ben Shapiro complains about Star Wars having women heroes: "Star Wars is,
essentially, a little boy's property"” , https://twitter.com/jasonscampbell/status/1288269258380673026
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just to remove his prominence in the Chinese release does not show underrepresented audiences
that the studios care (Figure 6), it only sends the message that Black men are replaceable. The
answer is not a one-all-be-all solution because underrepresented groups are not a monolith. The
issues that affect communities of color, queer communities, and women are not the same because
the experiences are not the same. There are problems within every community, and sometimes
these problems intersect, as one queer WOC wrote on Tumblr in reaction to the portrayal of
queer POC in Riverdale:
y’all really don’t give a fuck about lgbt+ woc, huh? you just do it for clout.
you only support toni when she’s following cheryl but throw her aside when she
tries to do her own thing?
last week toni was the bad guy for “hurting cheryl”, watch those same people
scream how much they “love toni”
people had the time to write essays about how wrong toni was and how she did
cheryl dirty, where is that same energy directed to cheryl for shoving -putting her hands
on toni and screaming at her?
whew chile, the racism jumped out… (nyikondlovu)
What we should think about going forward is how creators and communities can come
together. Spaces exist because voices are unheard, and people are seeking relationships that they
might not be able to find in real life (Chew, par. 1.2). Listening to the voices of the
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underrepresented and not exploit them for commercial gain or profit would be a step towards
equaling the field for all. Queer relationships on television should not be a Toni Topaz and
Cheryl Blossom, a hyper-sexualized presentation of two bisexual young women with constant
problematic behaviors exhibited by both characters. The inclusion of POC should not be splashes
of color on screen, like Donald Glover’s appearance in HBO’s Girls, serving a checkbox to quiet
critics about the disproportionate focus of White characters in the predominately non-White
borough of Brooklyn.
Transmedia calls upon the audience to get engaged and become active with the story. The
film, the book, the video game, the television show – it is our story. Audiences become invested
in the work and the actions of the creators, and as the Internet continues to connect individuals
with each other, the voices within those spaces will continue to grow louder (Chew, par. 4.2).
The question that creators and corporations should ask themselves is not simply, “why people
aren’t engaged with the story”, but rather, “is the story being told authentic to those watching it”.
As James Rendell quoted one Black fan watching The Walking Dead:

“My relationship with this show is over. I wanted to love it, but it kept telling me by
virtue of its depiction of Black men, I wasn't its 'target' audience. I am a Black man who
does not see himself represented well, if at all, on this show.” (Rendell, par. 2.10)

If the stories told aren’t true to the audience watching it, the text will fail to retain its relevancy
and fade away. The burden should not be on the audience, it should be placed on the gatekeepers
who filter what society is exposed to.
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Transmedia storytelling is the human story – it is the escape from reality for many who
engage in it. If corporations focused less on the voices coming from the board room and the
silent hum of shareholder conference calls, perhaps there will no longer be a need to refer to
groups of individuals as “underrepresented persons”. Attitudes must change from the top and
non-White, heteronormative stories must be normalized in order for the experience for all to be
inclusive and enjoyable. The powers that be should not engage in problematic behaviors that
diminish the concerns of minorities, as some have done even as recently at the time of the
writing of this thesis 8, and focus more on listening to what they have to say as transmedia is as
much as their story as it is the fans’ story.

Figure 7: A BIPOC fan reacts to the inclusion of new hair styles and types added to the
game

8

LFL executive Pablo Hidalgo mocked fans shocked over a scene from season 2 of The Mandalorian by making
racist and transphobic jokes about the eggs that were consumed by the character Baby Yoda,
https://boundingintocomics.com/2020/11/13/star-wars-and-lucasfilm-story-group-author-pablo-hidalgo-mocks-fansshocked-by-baby-yodas-egg-eating-from-behind-locked-twitter-account/
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The changes are slowly happening, and some companies are listening. Nintendo has
made strives to include BIPOC representation in their video games such as Animal Crossing:
New Horizons (Figure 7); and various other Japanese media companies have paid attention to the
international market and made strives to make their more products more inclusive. Anime
characters like Utena Tenjou and Anthy Himemiya from Revolutionary Girl Utena (少女革命ウ
テナ, Shoujo Kakumei Utena) and Haruka Tenou and Michiru Kaiou from Pretty Guardian
Sailor Moon (美少女戦士セーラームーン,Bishoujo Senshi Sailor Moon), speak directly to
queer audiences with their non-obtrusive, authentic storylines, and representations of queer love.
Shows like Afro Samurai and Dragon Ball Z have stories and characters that speak directly to
POC, especially Black, youth. As one fan told Vice in an interview, “A good representation of
dark-skinned characters is really good.” – even if they are green aliens (D'Anastasio, par. 42).
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extensive, with several published papers and books on race and media. The following is a
transcribed from a conversation held in October of 2020.
T stands for Tiffany. S stands for Dr. Stanfill.

T: Okay, so um, basically I don't know if I gave you a kind of an abstract on what my thesis is,
but it's pretty much on transmedia –
S: Okay.
T: -- and how diversity effects on underrepresented groups that consume and engage in
transmedia –
S: Okay.
T: – especially since within the last like five years, um, representation, identity, and um the
basically evening the playing field has been so prevalent these last, you know, past five years,
especially for someone like me who is very active in transmedia like Star Wars, um, Star Trek,
Mr. Robot, those type of shows, but not seeing that represents--not seeing someone like me in
those fields, so when I was taking your class, I was trying, I realized that a lot of what, especially
in the first six weeks, was very much in tune to what I was researching. I was like, this is it is a
good thing. I took this extra class because I didn't need the class. But I was like, I'm gonna take
this class, I think this is gonna be a good class for me. And I'm so glad I did.
And with the, with African American representation, especially with The Color Purple, and then
in spaces like Buffy, which when I was a kid, I didn't even think I thought I was the only, you
know, non-white watching Buffy and then find out years later that oh, well, there was a
community and you know, it was like this pocket here.
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So that's basically what my research has been focused on, and, um, especially after Star Wars,
and what happened with that whole sequel trilogy. So that's pretty much where I'm at.
So yeah, so that's where I'm at. Um, this is the first time I've ever interviewed somebody. So I
really don't know where or how to begin. So um, yeah. Hahaha, sorry, sorry.
S: So, are there some particular topics that you would like to get my perspective on, that might
be a way to organize our conversation?
T: Right, so I kind of like want to first go so my thesis is divided up into four sections. Um, first
section is bipoc, and bipoc, and transmedia, and finding those spaces within transmedia. My
second topic is LGBTQ, and, you know, that representation, and even though it's on TV, it's not
on TV And then women, and how women, those are my three main—main topics I'm covering
with my thesis.
S: That's a lot. Each one of those could be a thesis all by themselves.
T: Right? I realize I kind of—Yeah… Hahahah. Oh, go ahead. Sorry.
S: I mean, that's pretty common, right? It's something I teach the dissertation course to the T&T
PhD students and I'm always trying to get them to scope it smaller. So everybody wants to do
everything. So you will, you know, but you're planning to go on to graduate school at some point
and so you'll be able to, you know, get into some of the details that you won't be able to so.
T: Right, right, right. Especially with my graduate and lot of talking to a lot of professors and
whatnot. They're trying to be like, Okay, so what do you want to talk about? Alright, can you
narrow that and yeah, with their labs and stuff. So my first question, were basically what I'm
trying to get into more of a perspective on is that, um, tokenism in the sense of that, let's say and
I hate to use Star Wars a lot, but it's, it's the one that I'm most familiar with.
And when I think of tokenism, I kind of think of what happened to the character Rose Tico.
Okay, which she was an Asian coded character, and, um how she was very prevalent in the
second movie, but because of all the racial backlash to her character, she was essentially written
out in the third film, literally, her character was reduced and replaced by, um, two other
characters. And I was wanting to get your perspective on like, why do you feel as if tokenism is a
thing? And do you feel as if it's intentional, or do you think that there's more at play here? And
that, you know, is a pretty loaded question, but I'm just trying to understand is tokenism
something more that we feel? Or is it something that that is more intentional on the part of like
Hollywood?
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S: I think sometimes it can be unintentional, but I think often it's, we, you know, if you're put
yourself in the shoes of someone who is making a transmedia franchise, you know, media
objects. And so if we think about something like Star Wars, that it's primarily movies, but it's
also video games and comic books, and all kinds of other, you know, merchandise, um, that they
recognize that there is a social expectation to be inclusive, right? They're sort of saying, “ All
right, we need to not just have a bunch of white dudes, we need to, and like one Princess Leia,
right. But that we have to have right characters of color. And we need to have more women.”
And this is an expectation that audiences have. But the people writing don't necessarily, A: know
how to write those characters, particularly characters of color; but also to a significant extent,
they don't know how to write white women either. Because it's mostly dudes. And this is,
especially in film where you tend to have, you know, just a small like one writer or two writers,
as opposed to in a TV show usually have a whole writers room and so there might be more
different experiences and diversity in that room. But in film, you rarely get that.
So the they don't know how to do it. And so they will write things that are really shallow, or not
representative of what those people's experiences like. So that's something that Kristin Warner
talks about us plastic representation, that is just sort of, you know, it's superficial, it's just sort of,
she means plastic, as in, you know, it is squishy, it is whatever it needs to be, but it's not really
something in its own right. And if you write mail, I can send you the citation on that article. But
that's part of it.
And then there's also the sense of, they're just adding it because they feel like they need to it's a
checkbox. And so they will write characters that are disposable, without necessarily intending to,
but that like, well, we already have the important characters, and we need to add somebody. And
so it's going to be a peripheral character, because they cannot conceptualize of a central character
as somebody other than a white dude, and occasionally a white woman.
T: Mm hmm. ‘Cus, it's funny that you brought that up with the peripheral characters. I'm
thinking back to even though um, this title isn't necessarily a transmedia title, but the show
GIRLS and the backlash that Lena Dunham got for including Childish Gambino, which I totally
forgot his actual working name. But how they when she got all that backlash of how there's no
one you know, she has a story set in Brooklyn. Brooklyn is a very diverse community. But yet no
one on screen represents what Brooklyn is. And then suddenly, in response, she cast Childish
Gambino for two episodes and called it a day.
S: Yeah. Just one dude.
T: And I kind of, yeah, just one dude, and was just like, you know, “What? I checked it off, guys,
we can now go back to our regular scheduled program!” You know, and I kind of feel like that,
because when I did the survey, a lot of people brought up, you know, situations like GIRLS and
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situations like the kiss at the end of The Last Skywalker, where they were Disney was like, we
included LGBT characters and then it was like, literally removed, and every other country but
America, and I also think of, even, um, like other shows, like Heroes where the characters are -which Heroes is transmedia – where characters are brought on like, you got Hiro, he's Japanese
origin, but he plays a very caricature, of a Japanese person than a legitimate Japanese person, in
that sense. Like he's running around with a samurai sword and he likes manga.
So he, you know, he says, “Yatta!” all over the place and as an Asian American, I'm like looking
at that like, okay, so a lot of people did brought that up and it was very interesting that you
mentioned that as well because I do get a feeling that a lot of transmedia titles and entertainment
in general tend to go in that peripheral minority – in the corner – type of direction.
I also think back to Riverdale to the show on the CW, where we had these diverse cast. And then
by the second season, they were all leaving and they were being replaced, like the Josie and the
Pussycat characters, they, uh her whole entire crew left and by the end of season three, she was
gone. So it was very, very interesting that you brought that up.
S: It also relates to the idea that, you know, there was the whole controversy in I want to say like,
2017, on when the 100 killed off that lesbian character. And it's, you know, and often, like
characters of color are also the first ones to die, like when they need to, to show that the stakes
are high. And it's dangerous, right? They kill some people more often than others.
T: Right.
S: And part of that is the devaluation of certain lives. But also, it's because those are the
characters that aren't central to the plot, and they can kill them or not have any consequences for
the structure of the story. And it's, you know, so not only are they peripheral, in the sense that
they don't get a lot of attention, they don't get a lot of screentime. But they are disposable in the
sense that when they need to kill somebody, they're always first in line.
T: Right, um, that is so true. When I when I think that they're kind of like the red shirt, you
know, that you got this character and you think that, oh, we have them here. But literally, like
five episodes in, they're the first one to go because they are, as you said, expendable. They have,
they don't necessarily make or break that plot. So we can just get rid of them and so I guess their
value, like you said, they're being devalued and, um, it is, you know, I never really looked at it
from that perspective, the value of that character's life, because we seem to have a disconnect of
that “it's television, it's fake” but, you know, there is a value to that characters representation on
screen.
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I kind of that kind of I hate to bring up Star Wars, but I think of Rogue One. Now, that was a
fully diverse Cast Main cast, but not a single character from that cast lives. At all, they all die in
that movie. But yet, that was also a movie that when I was watching one documentary, an Asian
South Asian American woman said she watched and felt finally a part of the universe, despite the
fact that her character was killed, she felt that she finally had a place in that universe.
So, I wonder that even though minority characters tend to suffer from that devaluation, and are
often, you know, cast off the islands, that we tend to, as minorities look past that, because we're
getting a little, you know, a little sample, a little taste of what it's like to be in a title like that.
S: Exactly. Yeah. And, you know, often in the it's something that shifts over time, right. And so
there's often early on, I like, oh, take what you can get and then, you know, as various
communities come to be sort of self-aware and self-organized and sort of talking to each other,
and recognizing they're not the only say, nonwhite, Buffy fan, and then they're in a position to
sort of, say, “Hey, wait a minute, all of us are here, and none of us are being served by this” and
so then you start to see those pushes for make the show differently that, you know, Gonzalez
wrote about in her piece that sometimes result in backlash.
But it does have this, you know, recognizing that like you have sideline these characters were not
there, you know, we need to be more important, those sorts of demands become more possible,
you know, later in the lifecycle of a movement.
T: Mm hmm. And that kind of brings me to like on Twitter right now, there's a hashtag called
Blacktober. Where black artists and other artists is are taking non black characters and drawing
them or reimagining them as black characters, kind of like carving their space in a place that
didn't exist anymore.
And there's been from what I've been observing, reading and following the tag is that there's two
reactions either people absolutely love it, or they absolutely hate it and look at it as erasure have
existing characters that why are we taking let's say, I'm trying to think of a character here…
Um…Sam—Rami Malek's character in Mr. Robot while the actor himself is Egyptian, he's
portrayed as a white character, drawing that character as now black, you know, his hair is now
kinky, um, he, he has the more black features. And he's now being represented as if what that
character would be like if he were black or taking even Asian characters and drawing them
reimagining them, like from anime and taking those characters and rematching them as black.
Like, what do you feel like? Um, why do you feel like that someone doing that right is more
widely accepted, because even though there are negative responses, the praise is more
overwhelming than taking a character in race bending that, for instance, in The Last Airbender,
and taking color characters and making them white.
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Again, I'm kind of playing devil's advocate with this question. But like, why is the reactions
different? Why do you think so?
S: Well, I mean, I, I think they're different communities. And so they're, they're different
conferences happening in parallel. So the people who were resisting the whitewashing of Last
Airbender, and I don't know if you're familiar with Laurie Kido Lopez's work, but she's written
about the fan response to that.
The that was an activist group, it was not necessarily the general public that was having that
conversation and so while there was, you know, there was certainly like, you know –
T: -- Yeah, i-it's different. I totally get what you're saying, because I'm looking at it cause grew
up on it. So, I was looking from a fan perspective. So, it's interesting that you brought it up that
the general public cause I never really considered the general public when I was experiencing
that. Could you tell me more about that? Sorry, I cut you off there!
S: For sure. Something you might look at, is because if you're thinking about social acceptability,
you might want to think about the general public as opposed to just thinking about fans. Because
there you have different perspectives, right. And so, you might look at say, pull up some news
coverage from when it was originally happening and see were was CNN talking about it that
way? Was the New York Times talking about that way. I think they probably weren't, unless it
was specifically covering the fan backlash.
T: Right, right. Right.
S: And similarly, that you know, the whole thing with like, you know, Scarlett Johansson had to
do this a couple of times before it made the mainstream news that people were offended by her
playing other characters. You know, <Indecipherable>
T: Oh yeah. And she, she definitely has a history.
S: Yep.
T: Of playing characters that necessarily… I think there was one the transgendered character she
was slated at the play and then there was the Ghost in the Shell, which that was a Japanese
character. And her wasn't her response, something similar to I'm an actress, so that should
automatically, that should be the best actor for the job, essentially.
S: Yes, exactly. And, um, and just like not recognizing the way in which her existence as a
conventionally attractive white woman gave her a leg up in that process, right, and made her
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necessarily that people think she's a better actress, or that she's the right person for the part, but it
has to do with the fact that she's famous, she's a name, she will bring people in.
And she got to be famous and a name and bring people in, because of the advantages that she had
as a white woman that other people wouldn't have had.
T: Right, right. So, you would probably say that privilege then plays a lot into the balancing of
the scales when it comes to representing, um, under representative groups or the portrayal of
under representative groups and media, especially like with disabled.
Um, I've been hearing noticing a lot about that I'm not covering it in my thesis, but I've been
knowing that growing complaint of why are you having a non-abled bodied person play a nonabled body character? I keep thinking of the Bryan Cranston in that last movie, he was playing a
disabled person, but yet he's able bodied, or someone playing or Jamie Foxx playing Ray Charles
as disabled blind, but you know, he can see. But we have to put all these prosthetics on that that
person and even though Jamie Foxx is a little different in that regard, that it's not a racial issue,
it's still an issue of disability, and the opportunities for disabled persons are very slim.
And I wonder, is it a pragmatic? I know, totally went off topic here. But is it more of a pragmatic
decision why certain casting choices are made? Or do you feel like it's more deliberate? Or do
you just feel as if it's like, well, you know, it's just easier to do it this way than to do it the other
way?
S: A lot of way, in a lot of ways. It's about conventional wisdom, like, you know, everybody
knows you have to cast someone who's already famous, everybody knows that you can't take a
chance on someone who is not conventionally attractive, right? “Everybody knows,” and so
because there is this belief system, nobody ever makes anything different to test whether it's true.
Or nobody ever makes anything different to accustom people to seeing people with disabilities
on screen or accustom people to seeing those actors and, you know, starts to sort of recognize
their star power, right. And so, it really takes directors and casting directors and those people
who have a willingness to fight that conventional wisdom and so you might think about Ava
DuVernay, Vernay, you know, they're like, you know what I'm going to cast, I'm not going to
cast this person to look exactly like she did in the book. And we have a chapter about her in the
book that I just wrote. And she's just sorts of really expressly resisting the expectation that white
people are put at the center, but not many people are.
T: Hmm. So um, like, for instance, the Hunger Games, I never read the books all the way. But
because that that's just a level YA that just personally, I just could not get into. I really don't like
the first-person perspective. It's like, it's so jarring sometimes for me to read. But I know but I
heard that the character was described as a person of color that she was darker skinned. She
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wasn't what ended up on screen. But at the same time, Jennifer Lawrence wasn't that well known
when she was cast. So, its kind of like the Hunger Games is what propelled Jennifer Lawrence to
basically, you know, Oscar A Lister. So, when it comes to like, bringing on those YA titles, to
Hollywood, but yet they tend to cast unknown names to use them as vehicles is there a different
decision there? Or is it still pretty much like, we have to think of the general white audience, and
we need to be able to make money on this film, because it's such a risk?
S: I mean, that's a lot of it. And especially if you think about the use, you know, the types of
media you're talking about, there are these big franchise titles, where they're really expensive,
and they have to sell them overseas, too. Because, you know, you have to basically make double
the budget of the movie to turn a profit. And so if I have 100 million dollar movie, a $200
million, movie, etc, you have to make a lot of money.
And so, in some ways, one of the new things that's happened recently is this, “Well, you know,
they're really racist in China. And so therefore, we can have black leads, right?” They're sort of
placing it on other countries to explain why they don't do it. Whereas like, I mean, that might be
true, but it's not like they're more racist in America.
T: Right, right. That is, you know, that is true, because when Mulan came out, there was a lot of
u, because of China, China's human rights violations, and you know, just in because China's
becoming such a player and Hollywood being basically the purse for a lot of movies that a lot of
the excuses that were made by the studio's was well, we made this decision because we're trying
to make this movie sell in China and their market just doesn't like that.
Even though I don't think there is any statistics proving that though, right? Like there isn't
anything that says that's true. Is it more like a smokescreen to obscure you know, keep them from
blame?
S: I mean, I am not sure that someone has studied it extensively. My sense of it. I know that
people have studied extensively, let me say, but I have not looked at the research. My sense,
though, from just sort of hearing, you know, scholars talk about it at conferences and whatnot,
that's a little bit less, you know, specific is a lot of the racism is developed through consuming
Western media. Right. So they watched a bunch of movies where black people were thugs, and
therefore, because otherwise there are not a lot of black people in China, right, for example. And
so how are they counter? Yeah, they're countering them through Western media.
T: That is, that is very true. Because when I used to live in Japan, the only exposure to you know,
black people were through what they saw on Western media. And then what was exacerbated,
the misconception was that when Africans like Nigerians and people from Chad and those
countries, Sierra Leone would come to Japan, they would then try to say that they were actually
American, and then ride on that, but because of the cultural difference that you know, Africa, it's
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called customs are nothing like American customs, that the Japanese would get confused and
they would come with these, these biases that made it much more difficult for people of African
descent that came from islands like Jamaica, from basically to new world and in Japan, because
there was this conflict going on here. And they didn't know what because their exposure was so
limited.
And that kind of rolls me into speaking of Asia, um, the excuse was that we limit LGBTQ scenes
and movies, because in Asia, especially in countries like Malaysia, Singapore, like the Malays—
going into China and those areas that they are so against any type of portrayal of queer
relationships on any form books, comics media, that that's the reason why they do not tend to
write them in today's transmedia titles.
And I was wondering, like, what is your perspective on that, especially with LGBTQ
representation? Because that seems to be like you said, itself, its own paper… And, um, how's
that in terms of transmedia and using East Asia and Southeast Asia as an excuse to limit that
portrayal?
S: I mean, I think one thing that sort of, like transnational queer studies, as shown and recovering
projects have shown is that in places prior to Western colonization, there were histories and
traditions of what we would now call LGBTQ people, right? But, then they are, you know,
missionaries come along, and they try to bring Christianity and they bring these Western
perspectives, and they tell them that they're savages, and whatever and so this is something we
see over and over again, and I have a colleague who's a historian of Colonial South Africa and
that's what he found in his research. And, you know, people have found this with in India, and so
it's pretty consistently true. And so, you know, there's a source I'm trying to think of who it is, I
might have to look it up later. But, um, that basically says the backlash or the resistance to same
sex love content in China is partially about like traditional Confucianism. But it's partially about
colonialism and Christianity and the sort of laws that the British imposed when they were in
charge, that were their Victorian laws against sodomy and so it's not just their culture. It didn't, it
didn't, was not indigenous to them entirely. But it is the case now.
T: So in a way, we kind of want to jump down this rabbit hole, we could say that, really, it's a
byproduct of European Western society, and that these cultures, by tradition, by historically
never had these prejudices, but they were brought or imported into there. And so really, it's more
of a reflection of us.
S: In some ways….
T: Yeah. to boldly say, in some way. Like a funhouse mirror, perhaps.
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S: It's… there's this concept that comes out of actually Freudian psychoanalysis, and which is
one of the only useful things to ever come out of Freudian psychoanalysis, but it's
overdetermined. It's something that has multiple causes, and that they all you know, it's hard to
disentangle which one of them is the ultimate cause because they're all happening at the same
time. And so that's sort of what's going on here, right is there is this huge role of colonialism and
Christianity. But there is also it's not like everything was rainbows and puppies and equality
before colonialism happened either.
T: That, that's true to, like in Japan, a lot of it a lot of my past research and experiences a lot with
Japanese media and Japanese history and thinking about, like, you know, with between the
samurai class and how they had those relationships. They weren't necessarily, as you said, how
we view like LGBTQ, you know, they were in love, it was more like this was just that
relationship. It was more of, I guess I could compare it to the Greeks in a way. Yeah, that there
wasn't a, it was more platonic than anything. To make some sense. So when America came over,
knocked on the doors and told them open up your, your, your country, and America began to
influence them, it just kind of solidified I guess, that the homosexuality in Japan is not really
highly looked upon, because you know, X, Y, and Z and a whole bunch of other factors.
So that, that, that is, you know, that that's really interesting is I never really looked at it that way.
Because, you know, you always hear well, China's homophobic or, you know, Southeast Asia,
Malaysia, you know, these countries are homophobic. So that's why we can't, you know, include
the scenes in this transnational, you know, transmedia titles, and then what really gets a lot more
nuanced than just giving some black and white catch all excuse to basically get out of social
media, cancelization, and stuff like that.
Um, yeah, so, um, there's just so much that I want to talk about and keep looking at the time like,
Oh, no, Time's running out. Hahahaha.
But, um, I guess now my final topic, because I mean, LGBTQ is so nuanced. And it's like you
said, there's just so much going on, because there's also the issue of within American media, and
playing the caricature of an LGBTQ character on television, and then actually displaying love as
human love. And then the even the erasure of, you know, intersex, ace, and everyone else on the
spectrum. Um, do, we—we know, in texts and fiction, especially in literature, these characters do
appear in some capacity, maybe an amateur writing, but never in mainstream, even in like New
York Times bestsellers, and comics, we don't really see these characters appear and I wonder, Is
it because publishing houses don't want to touch these issues? Or is it, you know, they don't see
that there's any money behind giving these books, voices, per se, because I'm pretty sure in the
editor’s room, when they send their manuscripts over, they probably like, “maybe you need to
change this character, or maybe you need to do this or that”.
S: It's a lot of I mean, it's one of those, again, over determined type of things, right? So there's the
which character, you know, when a manuscript comes in, and if it has a character, that's, that's
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the main character or a central character, that is something that is considered less common as an
identity. It is riskier, in the sense of will people buy this book, right? Though, they may not
necessarily say change this character, they might just say, “I'm gonna go with something that
looks less risky, you know, and not publish that at all” or they can say, you know, it depends
how central the character is, whether that's feasible, right. But then there's also there's this
concept that you see circulating particularly on like, right wing internet, but I think it's also exists
elsewhere. It's like, forced diversity.
T: Yes, yes.
S: If you put characters in there that are not cisgender and white and heterosexual and men, right,
that you are somehow being political. But they whiteness is not political and cisgender ness is
not political and heterosexuality is not black. It's the sort of the thing that is considered the norm
or the dominant category is seen as neutral is where this comes from, is that when you're doing
something that's not that then suddenly it's political, and that can make people nervous.
T: And it's interesting that you did bring up the forest diversity because, on the flip side, we have
I don't know, and I know I brought this up in a discussion post, but JK Rowling and her—oh,
man the curtain on her being a TERF. And, and, and that conflict and that and I think this could
be a good segue into women in representation, but how she doesn't view transgender as true
representation of womanhood, and how her latest works have had some, you know, subtle
criticism towards transgendered, um, she already has a history of, you know, with racial
representation or books, but her being so vocal about it, and how, basically, in this intersects of
women, and LGBTQ and how these all kind of weave in and out, you know, um like, how come
she gets more of a pass, you know, being holding those views and yet, you know, if she was to
put in an Asian character, it would be viewed more as a forced diversity, she would get more
backlash over it sort of speak?
S: Well, I mean, it's sort of, I'm not sure that she, again, this sort of goes back to the question
about in the mainstream versus among the woke, right. And so, you and I know that her views
are a problem, but lots of people don't. And you and I know that there's a lot of really
stereotypical representations of race in Harry Potter, but a lot of people don't. And so there's the
issue getting a pass issue facing consequences. It depends who you're talking about. And so, a lot
of fans who write up on Harry Potter and learned like, yeah, discrimination is wrong, are feeling
totally betrayed by her now coming out in favor of discrimination, essentially, but people who
didn't have that interpreted who didn't really internalize that that was the what the books were
about or didn't see that as a broader principle may not take that approach and may not see that
she's contradicting what she said previously, even though it seems clear to me that that's in fact
contradictory.
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T: Right, and and I find it interesting that the drama that happened this year or “the wank” is that
in the media perspective, it was pretty much like she was being canceled for no reason that she's
she's the writer of Harry Potter there's no way she can be this you know, TERF, you know that
she's there's no way that she can show such discrimination when her books were all about being
discriminated against, you know, with the mudbloods and all. The Harry Potter was built on
rising above discrimination. So how can she be discriminating person, this is just the left looking
to cancel somebody. And as you said, like, we are both aware of this, but at the same time, when
it comes to like women in transmedia and whatnot, does it hurt women as minorities in
transmedia and having that voice when when we basically have these other conflicting, you
know, opinions with race and gender identity and sexuality? And then trying to find our spot?
You know, as women and and transmedia in our representation? Do you feel like that there's a
bigger conflict there?
S: Well, in some ways, there's a couple things there. One, the idea that there is just one thing of
that is to be a woman, right? It reinforces the kind of perspective that Rowling takes and to sort
of say, like, well, this is a real woman. And that's not a real woman. So, we might not want to
accept the premise on that. But then the other piece is, there's a, this is a, we're operating under a
scarcity model. Right, “nd so, you know, there's only so many women and so therefore, we have
to try to make sure that our kind of women are the ones there or whatever it might be”, which is
similar to, you know, “there's only so many LGBT characters, and there's only so many
characters of color, and so we have to make sure they're the right kind”. And this is something
that, you know, again, Kristin Warner talks about in her piece and sort of that if we had more
representation each one of them wouldn't carry as much weight.
T: Right? And, and that's kind of like what the whole goal of this my thesis and my graduate, you
know, research is because I really, if we had more of it, and we understood it, then this won't be
an issue anymore. You know what I'm saying? Um, but I kind of think to when you mentioned
scarcity model to the Birth of a Nation, you know, that was a movie that came out. And, you
know, critics loved it. Right? And not the racist one. The one about um, God, Nat Turner.
S: Yeah, I was like, man, you mean, scarcity because there weren't any racist films in 1916?
Okay, other Birth of a Nation got it.
T: Hahahaha! I was like, Oh, she I hope she don't think I've talked about scarcity of racism.
Okay, KKK running on screen, because we have less of them. Right. Now, that's one thing that
we don't need.
But then that Turner movie, you know, and it was supposed to be like, when it came out, we're
supposed to be like, we're taking it back. We're taking Birth of a Nation back. But the scandal
behind the director and #MeToo basically squashed that film from even being an Oscar
contender, it went from greatest film ever possible Best Picture to do not touch, yet, it came from
a black writer, a black director, and even starred him.
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Is the scarcity model, you know, only applies to, you know, when it wants to apply to or do you
think that maybe perhaps there's political things that puts us against each other, that we tear each
other down? And we no longer consider, like the scarcity model?
A lot of that backlash was from the black community towards him. And that's what kind of like,
you know, it was the end. That's another thing that I was really noticing that was interesting
about that.
S: I mean, I think there's so Rebecca Lonzo has a piece where she talks about this expectation.
So that, you know, let me back up. Fans, right? So, fans are historically it was thought of as kind
of weird to be a fan, it was obsessive whatever. And once those argument is, that's actually a
white model of fandom. Black people are expected to be fans and show up for stuff made by
black people and support the community. Right fandom is, you know, trying to sort of say it's an
expectation that you have to like, you know, you have to go to that Spike Lee film or whatever.
And so that sense that you are, you're expected to support “the community”, and that you have
sort of ethical obligation, I think was the part of what happened with the 2016 Birth of a Nation
was that there was this expectation like, this is a black movie by a black director, and like, there
was that side and calling people to be black first, before they were women.
T: Right. Oh, okay.
S: And there's this famous book, and I really, I have not read it, but the title is so great. It's “All
the blacks are men. All the women are white, but some of us are brave”.
T: Oh, wow, that sounds really nice.
S: And it's from the I want to say like the 1980s. And it's this Hmm, demand that like either you
support him even though he has this, you know, accusation of sexual assaults, or you're not
supporting black people. Versus….
S: Like with Clarence Thomas.
T: Yes, exactly like Clarence Thomas, or you have to you have to turn your back on him, and
he's canceled forever, or you're not supporting women. And it's like, maybe, but what about all
the people that never had consequences? A right. And so we need to cancel all of them to not just
this one guy. And then on the other hand, what about all the people who never had opportunities
because they met on Nate Parker in their life. And so thinking that people can be black and
women time helps us understand these situations and take a more productive approach than just
either no consequences or canceled forever and there's nothing in between.
T: And this is such an amazing, you know, I don't want to say phenomenon but like, it sort of is
because like, when we came into this conversation, we were talking in, you know, race, sexual
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preference, gender identity, women, but then there is this, you know, intersectionality of these
are not all one all, be all, you can be a person of color, but you are totally against LGBTQ and so
that perspective doesn't bother you, or you can be Hispanic, but, you know, look at the portrayals
of, um, I'm trying to think of other races, because within the Spanish community itself there is
that racism, and not even look at like a George Floyd and not even consider that an issue, you
know, and so that intersectionality there is really, really, you know, a very important issue when
it comes to like representation in transmedia. Because you will have certain groups and people
make, you know, make cries and hashtag activism and bring this all to a front, but then you have
others are like, “Well, it's not affecting me. So why should I care?”
You know, and that is such a, that's kind of like, pretty much like the capstone, like, where do we
go from here, you know, is it now become less of identity issue and more of a human issue at this
point?
S: You know, you know, in some ways, it's, we need a more expansive idea of what we're, what
the goal is, or what we're fighting for, or the world we'd like to see. And so the
compartmentalization you know, if you only get one character in a movie, that's not a straight
white dude, then everybody has to fight over it. You know, whereas we want to have this view
of, we want to have a cast of a film that looks like the world, then people don't have to fight over
it, and they can work together in coalition. And that's an argument that Kathy Cohen makes
when she talks about intersectionality and thinking about, like, you know, you know, black
heterosexual people can be just as homophobic as white heterosexuality. And, you know, white
gay people can be just as racist as white gay people. Right? And that, like, there are no oppressed
people points.
T: Talking to my friends, you know, who are who are gay and they're gay men of color, and they,
you know, are on Tinder or they try Tinder, but then, you know, they meet guys that like, say,
like, I don't mess with blacks, or I don't mess with Spanish, you know, whites only and that I did
not realize that vitriol within the community, which never really crossed my mind at the point.
And I was like, wow, they really liked them. They were like, Yeah, Yeah, it is. I was like, Wow,
so hearing like gays for Trump was like, Okay, well, now it makes sense, you know? Yeah.
S: Yeah. And I think that is called sexual racism. But I'm not 100% sure of it.
T: I will definitely research it. It kind of goes a little bit more political and out of the scope of my
my thesis though, but that's just something I'm just curious in general about. Especially like,
when I think of Clarence Thomas, and how like everything he does literally against the benefit of
our people.
S: Yep.
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T: Um, and so on that final note, because I know your time is precious. And I don't want to take
up too much your time. Like, what would be like your final note? Or your like, what would you
like, want to try to like to convey or when it comes to like, under representation, and transmedia
and fandom space, and basically trying to make it an even playing field? Like, what would you
think would be the best way to sum it up? What do you think we need to do?
S: I feel like the way to move the needle is to sort of just increase, how many things are getting
made, which in some ways, because we're now moving to this, you know, more streaming model
and people are like different revenue streams, like not everything has to be a $200 million movie.
And so that makes it more possible for Different kinds of stories to get told.
T: Mm hmm.
S: And then and then you don't have to fight for scraps, right. But then there's also different kinds
of people can tell stories. And it's not just the person in front of the camera, it's the people who
are behind the camera, and the people who are writing the stories, you know, and if we have
more diversity and different kinds of people telling stories, it will also improve what the
representation looks like and it won't just be that tokenism that we talked about before.
T: Mm hmm. And you know, what, I came up to that same when I was going through my
research and you know, I was in a reading phase and my thesis, it kind of basically came down to
we—it boils down to who's behind the camera, you know, who's in the writers room? What are
the dynamics of that writers room, you know, the producers, you know, who is producing, who is
leading, you know, even the studio head honchos who's running the studios, you know, it's literal
pyramid, you know, and if we can change that dynamic, we can, you know, gradually, because it
was enough exposure, you grow numb, right?
We had for, you know, not to get too political, and I don't know, your political beliefs. But look
at the last four years, you grow numb to it, you know, it's a shock at first but then with enough
exposure, you become accustomed to it, you become, it becomes normalized.
S: Yeah.
T: And, you know, it might be a shock at first. But then if we just keep at it, and keep at it, and
keep at it, it's not going to be like, “Oh, my God, so and so's playing a gay character, click here
to find out why”, you know, and it's not going to be like clickbait anymore on TMZ, or
something like that.
S: Exactly, yeah.
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T: Right, so I want to thank you so much, Dr. Stanfill, because this was a great conversation,
especially to have after teaching eighth graders all day.
S: Yeah, that can be pretty different.
T: Yeah! And dealing with that—yeah, it could, it is different. But you know, surprisingly
enough, this really impacts them because I do have, you know, transgendered students and I have
um LGBT, you know, lesbian students and, and, and, and gay students. And I also have students
that were reading Harry Potter, and then told me in class, I can't believe JK Rowling did this to
me, and I'm a big fan of her book and as a trans person, how can she you know, say this? And so
I've had these topics, these discussions with my kids this year. So, you know, it really, it's hitting
younger than we think. So, we have to be more aware.
So, thank you so much.
S: You're very welcome.
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APPENDIX C –
Conversation with Diana Miller
Diana Miller is a Ph.D. candidate of Contemporary History and holds a MA in British
History from Oxford University. As a cis-gendered lesbian who is active in transmedia fandom, I
conducted a casual conversation with her over the issues of queer representation in transmedia
storytelling.
T stands for Tiffany. D stands for Diana. The conversation took place on Twitter in
November of 2020.

T: What are your thoughts on queerbaiting and as a queer fan, what are your thoughts in general
about LGBT representation in transmedia? Do you feel like enough is being done or we ain’t
doing enough or things just aren’t changing ?
D: In my lifetime I have seen the representation of lgbtq grow exponentially but not always in
the best way. For me the best it’s ever been done for a young edgier audience was Ricky in My
So Called Life. It was the very first gay person I had ever seen in a tv show and actually used the
words and storyline surrounding him properly And that was in the early 90s. Maybe 96?
Anything after that has been what I would consider queerbating. And now I feel like it’s become
a box to check off when making a new show.
As a lesbian tho, I feel we get the worst of it. We are either looked over totally, given ridiculous
stereotypes to overcome or, and this is the worst, we become Cheryl Blossom and Toni Topaze
in Riverdale.
Outside of the L Word and Queer as folk and everything Ryan Murphy does, it’s all queer bating
to me.
62 Lesbian & Bisexual Female Characters Killed Over Past Two Television Seasons
Oh! Or worse than Riverdale is that historically lesbians get killed off! Look up Bury your Gays
For me what I would want to see if full representation without the need to mention it. Without
the need to shine a spotlight on the gay. Instead of the quirky gay best friend, he’s just your
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quirky best friend. The movie Under the Tuscan Sun did this really well including the idea of a
baby I tonit.
Representation does matter but when the only gays I see on screen are fancy boys in tight pants
or high fems in heels that isn’t going to cut it. And I say that as a Fem!
Ellen was a big deal. I wasn’t out then or even thought about being out then. I wasn’t even close
to understanding why The girl in front of me smelled so damn good! Ellen coming out didn’t
make me wake up the next day with my sexuality fully realized. But it was a big deal to see it.
Susan and Carol in friends even more so!
Will and grace wasn’t ever actually gay media to me it was just a funny show. And that’s the
goal I think. I mean it was totally terrible at points but it always felt real. They had straight and
gay friends who intermingled.
There are so many lesbian tropes that are beyond problematic
T: As I write, I noticed that -- the portrayal of gays versus lesbians is severely .... disjointed
D: I also have a theory that the reason men are more acceptable to the mass public is that they are
shown as happy fun besties of the straights. They are not hyper sexualized by men. Where
lesbians are. They are pornography
T: "Lipstick" lesbian or else
Exactly, Kind of like Asian women in western media -- if they're not hyper sexualized they're
not interesting
D: Even that term has become less and less. We have so many categories that even I can’t keep
them straight!
But putting an Asian women in a relationship with a white man in a hallmark commercial is t
going to ruin the day of the million moms like putting that same woman with a white women.
T: Oh, yeah. You haven't seen lesbians in commercials, but there's gay couples on Etsy
commercials
D: Do you remember last Christmas when hallmark pulled a wedding planning company
commercial bc MM got mad two women kisses? At their fucking wedding?
That’s why we have all the influx of gay media this year. But for every lesbian portrayal there
are at least three gays
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T: I do remember an online wedding planning site that featured a lesbian couple, but I haven't
seen that commercial in about a year
D: Kristen Stewart coming out was an epic thing for us. I know it probably sounds ridiculous but
having her come out and play these fucking amazing characters like Sabina in Charlie’s angles
and the bald one in the underwater movie has really been a Boone to us
T: Why do you think that queer women are sidelined or are more taboo than men? Is it because
of the cis-normative imagery that is prevalent in our society? And when I mean cis-normative, I
mean primarily cis-gendered men.
D: I think it’s because cis men are writing. And lesbians have been hypersexualized in the het cis
male brain. And because of that women seem two women kissing as playin to the male brain and
are turned off to the product because they don’t see a couple exchanging gifts at Christmas they
see two women kissing bc men want to see it. The het normative vale is always covering what
we view even as a queer I see things the way a het male wants me to.
T: Ahhhh, right. We are conditioned to see such imagery and immediately assume its taboo when
it is not
D: The movie The Happiest Season that’s coming out on Hulu is written and directed by one of
the great lesbians in media today Clea DuVal and I know it’s going to be a safe space for me.
When something is written by men for me, even gay men like Ryan Murphy who I love and
respect has written lesbians under a film noir lens
And I’m not saying that a cis man can’t write a great lesbian couple but it just hasn’t been done.
Unless it’s in a historical time piece context
T: I do feel like Ryan Murphy, and even the shower runners for Riverdale, have a really hard
concept of lesbians or handling lesbian portrayal in television. Despite working with actual
lesbians. I think Murphy's muse is either lesbian or bisexual.
D: I think Murphy wants to produce art and that’s what he does. Everything he does no matter
who is in it is beautiful and purposefully done
T: And I agree that cis-men have struggled with this portrayal in media
D: The Riverdale people are dipshits
T: I will admit that I dropped out of Riverdale real fast
D: You have disney + right? If you can watch the Pixar short with the woman getting the award.
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She created a program to even out the male to female taking ratios in Pixar films. It’s a great
short
And I feel like if this gets fixed, if the representation evens out and is a blissful nonissue it will
be done from the inside. It will be women and lgbtq people fixing it. Men don’t want to fix it.
They don’t need to. Even gay men don’t need to really fix it.
It’s like 5 mins long but the entire sense is really great!
T: Transmedia, especially western transmedia, has a very strong inability to not tell stories from
a white cisgendered male perspective -- which does not help at all.
So, why fix it when the powers that be are also white, cisgenderd, men
D: And going back to your original question about queerbating, I think sometimes it’s needed.
Sometimes people need to be uncomfortable for a couple episodes of a show to push them to
accepting that something is normal. They just need to do it better.
I don’t mind that there are beautiful lesbians in RD. I do mind that it’s a toxic relationship and
unnecessary to push the story along.
But to be honest as gays we think everything is gay! So you don’t even need to put queers in the
show. We already think they gay! But that comes for years of non gays in tv and movies. I mean
look At stormpilot Straights didn’t think they were bfs we did and posted it all over media!
But then you look at killing eve and it was that queer lining of the villain
Queer coding
I feel like as queer people we are so used to getting morsels of content like the San Junipero
episode of Black Mirror that we learn to live off of that for a few years. We will live off of the
Greatest Season for years to come but basic white bitches get 100+ new hallmark movies every
Christmas. This year one of those is mlm which is fucking fantastic. But out of (ok it’s 40) new
movies there’s only 1 queer one? 1/40? And yes I’m sure at least one of these women moving to
a small town or whatever will have a sassy gay bestie in the big city with a fabulous job as a
designer or decorator or gallery operator she can call in to help her make this Christmas the best
ever!
But that’s not helping
It’s not doing any good for the community for any community
The sassy best friend is full queer bating at its worst
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You know who did representation the best? She RA. They introduced gay and queer characters
right and left and it was NEVER questioned as strange or out of place. Women were married to
women and Referred to them as wife. Men were married to men calling them husband. And this
was a children’s show!
That shouldn’t be an outlier. That should be the model
Ok officially done
T: Thank you so much! Can I put this conversation in my thesis? This deserves an appendex,
there’s just so much here.
D: Absolutely.
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APPENDIX D –
The People v. Hollywood, Thesis Draft, November 2020
The following script serves as both a critique of representation in transmedia as well as
my creative contribution. Taking the arguments presented in both Chapter One and Chapter Two
of this thesis, I present a fictional court room setting where the issues of race, gender, and
sexuality are charged against the entertainment industry. The judge of this case is a nonparticipant within the drama, and there is no jury – the reader is the jury. The script encourages
the active participation of the reader to take account the evidence presented and draw their own
conclusion. Are the parties guilty for their crimes?
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The People vs. Hollywood
a Court Room Drama

Thesis Draft
11/2020
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INT. COURT ROOM - DAY
It is your standard court room. Wood paneled walls to the white
ceilings above. The gallery is packed, and the jury sits
silently off screen.
The DEFENSE sits at their side of the room with stacks of papers
and charts printed on poster boards. The expression on their
face reads that this is not their first rodeo.
The PROSECUTION on the opposite side of the court room looks
amateurish. This is definitely their first case. Stacks of
manila folders filled with evidence and claims against the
Defense.
The BAILIFF, an older gentleman in his late 40s, clears his
throat.
The entire court silences and waits for the judge.
BAILIFF
All rise for the Honorable Judge.
The JUDGE, an older Southern gentleman, slowly approaches the
bench. He gives the court a once over and sits down.
JUDGE
You may be seated.
The court sits.
INT. COURT ROOM – JUDGE’S BENCH - CONTINOUS
JUDGE
So, we’ve reached the final day of this
long, long trial. There has been
convincing evidence presented by both
sides. Some of it circumstantial, but
most of it credible.
Now, it’s time for closing arguments.
Is the prosecution ready?
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INT. COURT ROOM – PROSECUTION SIDE - CONTINOUS
The Prosecution stumbles as they get up from their seat.
SHAKY HANDS they shuffle through their papers.

With

The gallery MUMBLES amongst each other.
JUDGE
(slams gavel)
Silence in my court room!
Not going to have that happening here.
Prosecution? You ready?
PROSECUTION
(clears throat)
Um, yes. Yes! We are ready.
JUDGE (O.S.)
Defense?
INT. COURT ROOM – DEFENSE SIDE - CONTINOUS
The Defense stands briefly. They smile with an air of
CONFIDENCE.
DEFENSE
Yes, we are.
INT. COURT ROOM – CONTINUOUS
JUDGE
Well, then. Let’s continue.
The Prosecution walks to the center of the court room. They
glance at the gallery then they walk over to the jury.
PROSECUTION
Throughout this case you have heard
from the voices of many people —
minorities, underrepresented — human
beings who have sidelined year after
year by the Defense.
(beat)
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PROSECUTION (CONT’D)
Stories of people who have felt as if
their stories don’t matter. Remember
what one witness said? They said, and I
quote, “We don’t matter”, end quote.
We don’t matter. Let that sink in for a
moment.
The prosecution looks at the jury off screen. Pauses, just for a
moment, to feel a reaction. They continue.
PROSECUTION (CONT’D)
How can it be possible that those who
support the defendants in their work
feel as if they’re worth nothing than
the last cent in the bank account?
The people – you – should feel like you
matter.
CUT TO:
INT. COURT ROOM – DEFENSE SIDE - CONTINOUS
The defense sits comfortably. They lean in their chair.
DEFENSE
(to self)
Of course, they matter…
(scoffs)
Who said they didn’t?
PROSECUTION (O.S.)
The defense will try to make you doubt
your feelings
CUT TO:
INT. COURT ROOM – CONTINUOUS
PROSECUTION (CONT’D)
But don’t let their fake sympathy trick
you into believing that anything they
say is true.
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The prosecutor walks over to their side of the court room and
grabs a poster board. They take the poster board to a stand and
place it in view of the jury.
It’s a tweet.
PROSECUTION (CONT’D)
Look at this tweet. This was written by
a producer of a show before he locked
his account. What did the producer say
when fans were offended by a decision
he made?
(reading the tweet)
“I have it on good authority that Frog
Lady is just having tadpoles to get
government money.”
(to the jury)
Good authority that they’re in it for
the government money. How would you
interpret that tweet?
DEFENSE (O.S.)
Objection, your honor.
JUDGE
For what?
CUT TO:
INT. COURT ROOM – DEFENSE SIDE - CONTINOUS
DEFENSE
Your honor, I thought we already
settled that this tweet was clearly
meant as a joke. The prosecution is
clearly mischaracterizing the evidence,
again.
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CUT TO:
INT. COURT ROOM – CONTINUOUS
PROSECUTION
Your honor, the jury can draw their own
conclusions on the tweet.
JUDGE
We’re in closing statements. We are not
going to litigate what has already been
litigated. Overruled.
PROSECUTION (CONT’D)
The defense argues that they consider
the fan to be the most important factor
in their transmedia but if this were
true, we would not have token casting
or the senseless death of queer
characters.
(beat)
But the truth is they are only doing it
for the money and once they are done
with whatever faux progressive
championing they move on and mock the
fans they have put them in the
positions they are in today.
The gallery talks silently but the jury’s faces remain
impassive.
PROSECUTION (CONT’D)
We’ve presented plethora of witness
statements and evidence to support our
charge against the defense. The
decision is clear – they are guilty of
their crimes. The prosecution rests.
The prosecutor gives the jury one more look. Without another
word, they gather their posterboard and return to their seat.
The defense stands up. They walk to where the prosecution once
stood.
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They look confident as if they already have the case in the
bag.
DEFENSE
The prosecution has painted a rather
ugly picture of my clients. Of course,
if you look at all the evidence and
testimony its rather damning. Suddenly
a queer character who was celebrated
dies a quick and unfortunate death –
that would be a cause of anger. That
would definitely make you think that:
“Yes! They are guilty!”
But I want you to take a deeper look.
The defense approaches the jury. They lean against the
waist high partition that separates the jury from the
action of the court.
DEFENSE (CONT’D)
I want you all to look at the reality.
The real world in which we live in.
Yes, one producer was rather crass, but
does that mean that everyone in
Hollywood is that crass? One bad apple
does poison the bunch, but if you
remove that bad apple, you can save the
rest!
(pushes off partition)
I want you to look deeper, beyond the
blinding lights that the prosecution
had placed right in front of you. See
the truth: That queer character who
killed? The show runners apologized and
brought her back.
The defense quickly walks to their table. They pull a
manila envelope out of the stack and open it up.
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DEFENSE (CONT’D)
I quote the witness saying, “I now
understand why this criticism came our
way, it leaves me heartbroken. I
promise you burying, baiting or hurting
anyone was never our intention.
(beat)
… It is not… who I am.” End quote.
They close the folder with more flare than necessary. Some
in the gallery nod in agreement.
DEFENSE (CONT’D)
The prosecution claims that my client
is wrong. That everyone I represent in
Hollywood are criminals designed to
slight minorities, but I say that they
are misguided and on a witch hunt!
(beat)
My clients are only providing
entertainment to an audience, a diverse
audience! And as you all may personally
know, sometimes you just can’t please
everyone out there. Can someone be
guilty for that? If you think that way,
I will fear that we live in a dark, sad
world.
The defense returns to their seat. They look at the jury
one last time.
DEFENSE (CONT’D)
I plead with you to think reasonably
and find that my clients are, beyond a
reason of a doubt, not guilty of
charges presented against them by this
foolish court.
(pauses dramatically)
The defense rests.
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The judge looks at the defense. It is obvious he is trying
to hold back some comment on the dramatics of the
presentation.
He clears his throat and adjusts his glasses.
JUDGE
The prosecution and defense have stated
their cases rather… thoroughly. Now, it
is up to me to instruct y’all on what
you need to do next.
(beat)
I need the court clerk to, uh, read the
charges out loud.
A mousy woman, middle aged, stands up with a sheet of
paper. Her suit is one size too big and her glasses are
lopsided.
COURT CLERK
The defense has been charged with the
following:
Charge One, failure to properly
represent the audiences that watch the
transmedia text they produce.
Charge Two, failure to accurately
portray queer relationships and
persons.
Charge Three, the erasure of
underrepresented groups through token
casting, queerbaiting, and the trope
“bury your gays”
Charge Four, underestimating audiences
and using them as tools for ratings
JUDGE
Thank you, clerk. So, it’s now in your
hands, the jury.
The judge looks directly at the camera – breaking the
fourth wall.
The jury who has been kept out of view is revealed to be
the viewer themselves.
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JUDGE
Don’t talk to them reporters out there.
Don’t talk to your friends and family
about this case. Just deliberate and
inform the court of your decision.
JUDGE (CONT’D)
Their fate is in your hands. May God
have mercy on their souls.
(beat)
Courts in recess until a verdict has
been decided.
The defense looks over at the prosecution. They’re
grinning. The prosecution ignores the attention.
With the slam of a gavel, the screen goes black.
THE END.
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